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Middle Woodland Mound Distribution and Ceremonialism in the Apalachicola Valley,
Northwest Florida
Anya C. Frashuer
ABSTRACT
University of South Florida field investigations in northwest Florida’s
Apalachicola Valley have resulted in the relocation of some lost mounds from the Middle
Woodland period (ca. A.D. 1 to 650) by trekking through the forest and consulting with
avocationals and collectors. This thesis project was triggered by a collector’s donation of
some Swift Creek pots and the attempt to relocate the mound from which they came. In
the 1970s, Gardner and Nidy recorded this site, named Poplar Springs Mound,
categorized as Middle Woodland due to its Swift Creek and Weeden Island pottery. The
donated collection contained pottery of the Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped series,
Weeden Island series, and a couple of anomalous Mississippian sherds. To see how this
mound fit in with other Middle Woodland mounds of the valley, it was necessary to
compile data for all of them and relocate as many mounds as possible through additional
survey. Artifact types from these mounds, such as pottery, shell, bone, and exotic
materials, and burial practices were tabulated and spatial distributions were plotted. The
mounds are distributed along the banks of the main navigable waterways of the
Apalachicola and Chipola Rivers, on smaller streams and along the Gulf Coast. Nearly all
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have both Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramics, except for three with only
Swift Creek types and a single site with only Weeden Island types. The artifact
distributions show stone, bone, and shell tools clustering close to the coast and the main
waterways. This is also the case for exotic (nonlocal) raw materials and artifacts made
from these materials. Copper is distributed mainly along the coast, while other exotics
(i.e. mica, galena, hematite) are located along the coast and close to the main rivers. The
tabulation of these data, along with the documentation of the Poplar Springs Mound
collection, will help archaeologists to see the manifestation of Middle Woodland
ceremonial activity in the Apalachicola Valley.
1Chapter 1: Introduction
 Northwest Florida’s Apalachicola Valley is just beginning to be understood
archaeologically. Earlier studies of the area by Clarence Bloomfield Moore and Gordon
Willey are usually included within overviews of the larger panhandle or statewide area.
Over the last 20 years, Nancy White, with the help of countless students, has worked in
the Apalachicola Valley to continue documenting its rich cultural history. The research
has included relocating some sites documented by the previous archaeologists and
continuing to survey the area to locate new sites. The University of South Florida (USF)
field program in this valley has included many years of interaction with generous local
people, collectors who have spent decades accumulating artifacts from local sites, and
who have led USF researchers to relocate some of these mounds. Simpson (1996) and
White compiled a comprehensive database of the prehistoric sites along the Apalachicola
River based on the work that had already been done by USF and recorded in the Division
of Historical Resources (DHR) database. 
2Purpose of Study
This work documents a Middle Woodland mound and associated donated
collection and attempts to summarize all known Middle Woodland mounds and
associated material culture in the valley to create a cultural-historical base upon which
generalizations of Middle Woodland ceremonialism can be created. Chapter Two consists
of the research and documentation of the donated collection that began this thesis work.
The purpose was to bring to light this collection from Poplar Springs Mound (8Ja138),
which is now destroyed, and determine how this Middle Woodland mound and its Swift
Creek and Weeden Island pottery fit in with other Middle Woodland mounds of the
valley. Chapter Three describes all Middle Woodland mounds, their archaeological
history and material goods, and discusses the distribution of all Middle Woodland sites
and mounds. This provides a comprehensive collection of the work done at each of the
Middle Woodland sites by past archaeologists, including White and her students, and
presents the work that I have done to relocate some mounds and to list all artifacts (from
every survey) associated with the mounds. Chapter Four details all material categories
and distribution trends of ceramics, stone, shell, bone, and artifacts of exotic raw
materials, as well as burial practices and cranial deformation. The tabulation of these data
will show how Middle Woodland is manifested in the Apalachicola Valley. This chapter
also includes a section on how Poplar Springs Mound compares to the rest of the mounds
in the valley. Chapter Five discusses how Middle Woodland in the valley fits into
existing models of Middle Woodland in the eastern United States, from northern areas
such as the Illinois Hopewell sites, to Swift Creek and Weeden Island sites in the
3Southeast and Florida, including the model proposed by Brose and Percy in 1974 for
Middle Woodland ceremonial activity in the Apalachicola Valley. The chapter then
offers some conclusions to contribute to the interpretation of Middle Woodland exchange
in the Apalachicola. 
Middle Woodland is a fantastic time in the span of human history of the
Southeastern United States. This is the time of the height of mound building, interactions
with far-reaching groups, and growing social ranking based on the exchange of exotic
goods in the form of raw materials or finished artifacts. The Apalachicola Valley was
important for Middle Woodland activity, with communities whose activities expressed
these conspicuous burial monuments, intricately designed pottery, and ornate objects of
exotic raw materials. With the combination of Cassandra Rae Harper’s M.A. thesis (in
progress) on ceramic seriation and domestic sites, and evaluating the other 1974 model
by Percy and Brose concerning ceramic change, this work will build the cultural-
historical base knowledge of the Middle Woodland groups in the Apalachicola Valley.
This research on the ceremonial sites and their exotic items can contribute to research
concerning trade and exchange. This work also helps bring to light the collections of
many avocational archaeologists who have been working in the area. Without their
knowledge of site location and their artifacts, much information about the past peoples of
the area would be lost.
4Background
Middle Woodland in the Southeastern United States. The general prehistoric cultural
adaptation named the Woodland period in the eastern United States spans approximately
two thousand years, from about 1000 B.C. to A.D. 1000 (Anderson and Mainfort 2002).
This timeline is not absolute, as the Woodland begins and ends at various times in
different areas, and new sites and radiocarbon dates expand or contract the timeline. For
scientific convenience, it is divided into three segments: Early, Middle and Late
Woodland. 
The shift from the previous Late Archaic period to the Woodland was originally
marked by the appearance of sand-tempered pottery, but today is traditionally marked by
a change in subsistence from full-time hunting-gathering-fishing to early food production
(gardening/horticulture). There is an increase in emphasis on seed-bearing plants in both
foraging and gardening, an increase in the degree of sedentism, and the introduction of
new forms of mortuary ritual, which indicate the enhanced prestige of group leaders. The
Woodland is also traditionally marked by the earliest mound building in parts of the
eastern United States. Early Woodland groups, such as the Adena in the Midwest,
constructed the first burial mounds, but fewer are known in the southeast until the Middle
Woodland period (Brose and White 1999; Smith 1986; Steponaitis 1986; Swartz 1970;
White 1985).
Middle Woodland in the Southeastern United States occurs approximately
between 200 B.C. and A.D. 400 and is well known for its burial mound construction and
5distinctive artifacts and iconography. These sites have produced large quantities of
pottery, stone, shell and bone tools, as well as many varieties of ornamental artifacts
often made of exotic raw materials. These sites are usually recognized by the diagnostic
Swift Creek and/or early Weeden Island pottery in the Southeast (Anderson and Mainfort
2002:2-9). The crowning achievement of the Middle Woodland was the extensive
exchange network involving socially valued goods that moved all over the Midwest and
Southeast. It was at this time (about the first three centuries A.D.) that the amount and
quality of the goods exchanged increased and interaction between the Midwestern and
Southeastern groups grew (Anderson and Mainfort 2002:12; Brose 1985:76-77; Mainfort
1988:145). Hopewell influence is seen at many of the large mound centers in the form of
nonlocal materials such as copper, but there was little evidence of interaction or artifacts
from Hopewell at the smaller Southeastern mounds or mound groups (Anderson and
Mainfort 2002:10, Seeman 1979a).
Swift Creek is the ceramic complex characterizing the Middle Woodland in
Georgia and Northwest Florida, where it is joined by the Weeden Island ceramic
complex. In the Southeast, the Middle Woodland manifestation known as Weeden Island
has been classified into eight geographical areas spread across southern Georgia,
Alabama, the Florida panhandle and Gulf Coast (Milanich 1994, Milanich et al. 1997,
Turner, Kingston and Milanich 2005). The Apalachicola valley is within the Northwest
Florida area, which extends to the Aucilla River in the east, Mobile Bay to the west and
north approximately to the modern political boundary of Florida. The lower
Chattahoochee River is within the Kolomoki area, named after the major mound center
6excavated by Sears (1951a, 1951b, 1953, 1956) and Pluckhahn (2003). The McKeithen
site lies within the Weeden Island area called McKeithen, which occupies north-central
Florida. The Northwestern Florida Weeden Island area was subdivided by Teser
(1980:112), showing distinctions between the groups of the coast and those of the
Apalachicola and adjacent inland area.
Two major Middle Woodland centers that have contributed to the knowledge of
Swift Creek and Weeden Island ceremonial activity are Kolomoki and McKeithen.
Kolomoki is a multi-mound center located in southwest Georgia, up the Chattahoochee
River from the Apalachicola Valley (Pluckhahn 2003; Sears 1951a, 1951b, 1953, 1956;
Steinen 1998). It dates to the late Swift Creek and early Weeden Island, but for a while
was considered by Sears as being Post-Swift Creek (Sears 1992). The site contains three
burial mounds, two of which were dated to the late Swift Creek (A.D. 250-300) and early
Weeden Island (A.D. 350-600) (Sears 1992:69). McKeithen is a Weeden Island site
located in north-central Florida. It was a large village/mound grouping with three mounds
associated with the impressive burial rituals (Milanich 1994; Milanich et al. 1997). In this
area, Swift Creek does not occur, and early Weeden Island spans A.D. 145-785, having
been preceded by Deptford (Turner et al. 2005:121).    
Swift Creek and Weeden Island in the Apalachicola Valley. Middle Woodland in the
Apalachicola is defined by White (1985; White et al. 1992):16-17) as the period
approximately A.D. 1 to 650 (Table 1). Recent unpublished radiocarbon dates have
pushed the ending date for Middle Woodland to A.D. 650 from the previously published
7Table 1. Cultural Periods and Ceramic Series of the Apalachicola Valley
Cultural Period Ceramics Series Date Range
Paleo-Indian pre-ceramic 10,000 - 8000 B.C.
Archaic Orange 8000 - 1000 B.C.
Woodland
Early DeptfordSanta Rosa 1000 B.C. - A.D. 1
Middle Swift Creekearly Weeden Island A.D. 1 - 650
Late late Weeden Island A.D. 650 - 1000
Mississippian Fort WaltonLamar (Leon-Jackson) A.D. 1000 - 1500
A.D. 500. Middle Woodland in northwest Florida is named Swift Creek- early Weeden
Island because sites have both these characteristic pottery types. Both of these ceramic
series are recognized by their distinctive decorations. Swift Creek pottery has intricately
stamped complicated and curved designs (Anderson 1998; Snow 1998; Williams and
Elliot 1998). Weeden Island pottery has incised or punctated designs made by a sharp
implement, cutouts, red painting or effigies protruding from the rims of the pots in the
shapes of animals, humans, and other forms (Milanich 1994; White 1985; Willey 1945). 
Weeden Island and Swift Creek are ceramic traditions, that have become names
for archaeological cultures, and may characterize many different societies who use
similar pottery techniques at varying intensities (Anderson 1998). It is with the
distribution of other materials and the variety of other practices (such as cranial flattening
or participation in Hopewellian exchange) that archaeologists can begin to differentiate
cultural groups.
8Clarence Bloomfield Moore (1902, 1903, 1907, 1918) was the first
“archaeologist” that we know of to work in the Apalachicola Valley in northwest Florida.
He spent many years looking for and excavating prehistoric sites all over the
Southeastern United States, mainly by way of steamboat through navigable waters. He
was the first in the area to excavate and record all that was found in domestic and mound
sites that were relatively accessible from his boat. During a span from 1902 through
1918, he returned to the Apalachicola and Chipola Rivers and the Gulf Coast to record
what he saw and throughly excavate many sites. He located 23 Middle Woodland
mounds within the watershed and spent much of his time excavating trenches or the
whole mound, sometimes writing that the mound was destroyed by his excavations. He
was careful to record previous looting and the state of the mound upon his arrival, yet
quite often his description of how he left the site (completely dug or only piles around
trees) was sometimes in error, and many sites have been relocated with subsurface and
even surface stratigraphic sequences intact.
Gordon Willey (1945, 1949), who spent time surveying the Florida Gulf Coast in
the 1940s, relocated Moore’s sites and recorded others in the area. He was instrumental
(before Brose and White’s 1999 Northwest Florida compilation) in reviewing Moore’s
notes and setting up the ceramic typology for the region. He relocated four of Moore’s
Middle Woodland mounds within the Apalachicola. He provided complete lists of
artifacts recovered (by Moore and by himself) and also came up with an early model of
Middle Woodland groups in the Apalachicola and along the Gulf Coast (Willey 1949). 
9Geographic Area
The study area is the whole Apalachicola Valley, located in the panhandle of
Florida (Figure 1). For the sake of this research, only the area within the Florida political
boundaries is considered, which includes the Chipola River and the west bank of the
Chattahoochee River that borders lower Georgia. More accurate discussion of prehistoric
times would include the rest of the Chattahoochee River Valley that extends northward
into Alabama and Georgia. The Apalachicola River is approximately 171 km long 
(107 navigational miles up from its mouth) and is formed by the joining of the Flint and
Chattahoochee Rivers. The river itself is divided into upper, middle, and lower segments,
with the highest elevation and narrowest floodplain occurring in the upper river and a 
Figure 1. Location of the Apalachicola Valley, Florida. The study area encompasses only
the section of the valley that is within the modern day political boundaries of Florida.
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gradual flattening of the land and widening of the floodplain as the river flows south to
the Gulf of Mexico. The lower river lies within the Gulf Coastal lowlands, which is
where the Chipola River empties into the main channel, at navigation mile 28. The river
has changed since the time of Woodland occupation, with the construction of the Jim
Woodruff Dam in the early 1950s and regular straightening and dredging by the Army
Corps of Engineers (Henefield and White 1986). 
Environmental aspects of the area have changed vastly from the Pleistocene to
today. Previous to the largest climatic change 10,000 years ago, conditions were semi-
arid, with lower sea levels and temperatures (Milanich 1994; Milanich and Fairbanks
1980; Randazzo and Jones 1997). From then on, there were many fluctuations in sea
level, which caused changes in animal and plant resources affecting hunting-gathering
strategies, with present shorelines established between 7000 and 6000 years ago (Stapor
and Tanner 1977). 
The rich resources and moderate climate of the Apalachicola Valley region offer
good settings for Middle Woodland populations. The most spectacular of these sites were
the burial mounds. The next chapter discusses one mound in particular, Poplar Springs
Mound, that was investigated because of a generous donation of Swift Creek and Weeden
Island pottery.
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Chapter 2: Poplar Springs Mound
Introduction
The University of South Florida (USF) has conducted archaeological research in
northwest Florida’s Apalachicola Valley for over 20 years. Each year, in addition to
research survey and excavation, Nancy White has conducted an archaeology day program
somewhere in the Florida panhandle. This work has provided the opportunity for people
in the community to hear about the history and prehistory of the area and to share with
archaeologists their knowledge of the area and their artifact collections. The fall of 1999
was no exception, when a man, who has asked to remain anonymous, attended such a
program and later called to talk to White about an artifact collection that he had in his
possession. He had inherited pottery from his parents, who had collected it 30 years ago
from a mound in Jackson County, northwest Florida (Figure 2), and was interested in
donating it to the USF archaeology labs. He had felt guilty about having the pottery in his
possession, but he also was interested in learning more about it and about the people who
made it. This individual donated 10 boxes of pottery during White’s return to the area in
the summer of 2000. His donation consisted of the material that was removed from this
mound: pottery, a chert flake, and a single piece of turtle shell.
12
Figure 2. Location of Jackson County in the Florida Panhandle. Poplar Springs Mound
is located just to the east of Marianna, which is at the center of the county.
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During that same summer fieldwork, White and crew attempted to relocate the
mound. On one of the pots was written some information pertaining to a township, range
and section on a quadrangle map. Unfortunately, the field crew was not able to relocate
the mound at that time, but came away with clues about its potential location. The
information written on the pot was partially wrong but, with the descendent’s recollection
of the area, it provided the general location near Blue Spring and a power line corridor,
which helped to pinpoint a general location.
My internship work began when, during my first semester at USF, I was given the
task of documenting the pottery collection and attempting to locate the mound from
which it came. I began looking on maps at a collection of mounds and middens in an area
that White and her crew searched, an area the man remembered from his childhood. A
mound named Poplar Springs (8Ja138) came the closest to fitting his descriptions.  
In the summer of 2003, the USF crew returned to Marianna to try to relocate the
mound. The donor turned over another box of pottery from the site and gave permission
to photograph the remaining collection that was not turned over. With the help of a local
avocational archaeologist, Jeff Whitfield, we believe we have found Poplar Springs
Mound. It took the combined effort of many people, an extensive database put together
by White and graduate student Terry Simpson, and many hours working with ArcGIS on
aerial maps and quadrangles to pinpoint its location. 
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History of the Collection
The owner was four when his grandfather and father collected from Aspalaga
Mound and a site he had called Turkey Pen Mound during the late 1960s. The mound
was called this because there was an old turkey pen located at its peak. His donation
consisted of the material that was removed from the Turkey Pen Mound, now named
Poplar Springs Mound (8Ja138), during 1968. He and his brother recall being taken to the
area by their grandfather and told the stories of his search. The grandfather and father had
dug mainly into the east side and center of the mound based on local information about
where the best pottery was. There was also a story about how the grandfather found a
skeleton bound to a charred log. 
Years later the collection from all the sites was split between the brothers. We
were able to interview the donor’s brother as well. Some time during the years, the
brother’s materials were stolen from his home. He had held materials from many other
sites and a few pottery sherds, undiagnostic of any time period, from Poplar Springs, but
nothing that would affect the results of this analysis. He also confirmed our location of
Poplar Springs Mound through examination of recent and historical quadrangles of the
area. 
I documented and conserved the boxes of materials from Turkey Pen Mound
(Poplar Springs Mound) during the summer of 2000 and 2003. Not all of the collection
was turned over. The donor kept 12 whole pots and one pot broken in two, all of which
he allowed us to photograph (Figure 3) in the 2003 field session. 
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Figure 3. Whole pots still in possession of the collector. Poplar Springs Mound, Jackson
County, FL.
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Poplar Springs Mound
Poplar Springs Mound and Village are located approximately 5.5 km east of the
town of Marianna and 700 m south of the Blue Springs Reservoir (Figure 4). Currently
the site is situated within the property boundaries of Indian Springs Golf and Country
Club (Figure 5). The village is approximately situated within a wooded area, but the
mound itself has been apparently obliterated and its location has been determined to be
along the western edge of the 3rd hole (Figure 6). Artifacts are still visible on the surface
but highly fragmented. They show up in great numbers after a rainstorm.
Poplar Springs Mound is located within the Marianna lowlands at an elevation of
46 m above sea level.  The soil is a dark humus overlying gray sand. The 1973 site form
on file in the Florida Master Site File stated that the flora were mixed and semi-
deciduous forest. At the time of the 2003 USF visit, pine dominated the area next to the
golf course; further into the wooded area were hardwoods. 
Surface survey on the golf course resulted in the recovery of small pieces of
pottery and chert flakes. A variety of chert was represented in many different colors. Of
interest was a whole, hafted biface, the basal fragment of a hafted biface, and a utilized
blade-like flake (Figure 7). Five of the small pottery fragments were diagnostic (Figure
8). One was Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, two were rims that were folded in a
classic Weeden Island style, and two other fragments were rims with small narrow and
deep notches. Gordon Willey (1949), who established the typology of prehistoric pottery
of the Florida Gulf Coast in the late 1940s, found this kind of notching on Early and 
17
  Figure 4. Indian Springs Golf and Country Club, Marianna, Jackson County, FL.
18
Figure 5. Poplar Springs Village and Mound and nearby Middle Woodland sites. Mound
and Village located along west side of hole 3 of the Indian Springs Golf Club. Site
boundaries from Florida Division of Historic Resources.
19
Figure 6. Hole 3 of Indian Springs Golf and Country Club. Upper: Poplar
Springs Mound estimated location, western edge of hole 3. View facing south.
Lower: South end of hole 3, facing south (Anya Frashuer in background).
20
Figure 7. Lithic tools recovered from surface collection of Poplar Springs
Mound. Left: hafted biface, Center: basal fragment of a hafted biface, Right:
utilized blade-like flake. 
Figure 8. Ceramics recovered from
surface collection of Poplar Springs
Mound. Upper: Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Center: Weeden Island folded rims
Lower: Swift Creek notched rims
possibly Franklin Plain.
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Middle Woodland types such as Franklin Plain, Crooked River Complicated-Stamped or
Santa Rosa Stamped (which is found mainly near Pensacola). 
This mound site was recorded in early 1973 then apparently lost to professional
archaeology. The site form submitted in 1973 to the Florida Master Site File indicates
that the site has experienced a great deal of looter activity. One such account states that
one individual retrieved 14 whole pots from the east side of the mound. These pots are of
particular interest, because they were perforated at the base or “killed” to use an
archaeological term. They may be the ones owned by our donor and shown (mostly) in
Figure 3. Bone fragments were also found in the backfill of pothunters in March of 1973,
along with fragments of late Swift Creek and early Weeden Island pottery. According to
the original site form, the archaeologist on site, Scott Nidy (1973), collected a few sherds.
These artifacts are being curated by the Division of Historical Resources in Tallahassee,
Florida. I visited Tallahassee to see these specimens; they are in keeping with the types in
the donor’s collection. The small sherd of Swift Creek pottery in Figure 9 shows a
diamond pattern. Only a few pieces of pottery, plain, check-stamped and Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, were recovered in 1973 along with a few flakes and a small piece
of calcined bone, which were too small to identify (DHR Catalogue # 74.265.01). This
information seems to match the information obtained from the donor and from the pottery
itself, and makes Poplar Springs Mound a highly probable candidate for the lost mound
from which the collection came. 
22
Figure 9. Swift Creek sherds recovered from Poplar Springs Mound by Scott Nidy
(DHR) during the 1973 investigation.
During the same 2003 trip, White obtained another box of pottery from the donor
and photographed his whole perforated pots. These vessels were of plain design (Figure
10), Keith Incised (Figure 11), and stamped with a Swift Creek complicated pattern
(Figure 12). They consisted of square-bottomed bowls (Figure 13), open bowls, flat-
based, or pointed-bottom jars (Figure 14). The Swift Creek stamps were teardrop,
circular, or diamond shaped (see Table 2 for a complete list of the pottery recovered,
Table 3 for a list of pots still in the collector’s possession, and Figure 3 for images of his
whole vessels together at his home).
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Figure 10. Undecorated vessels from Poplar Springs Mound still in possession of
collector. 
Figure 11. Keith Incised vessel from Poplar Springs
Mound still in possession of collector.
24
Figure 13. Undecorated, square-bottomed, ritually perforated
vessel still in possession of collector.
Figure 12. Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessels still in possession of collector.
25
Figure 14. Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessels with pointed bottoms still
in possession of collector.
26
Table 3. List of Whole Ceramic Vessels in Marianna Collector’s Possession
Decorated Plain
• Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped square flat
bottom bowl with oval kill hole
• Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped flat base jar
• Teardrop Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pointed
bottom jar with kill hole
• Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pointed bottom
jar with notched rim
• Diamond Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pointed
base jar
• Keith Incised jar with folded rim
• Broken, nested circle Swift Creek Complicated-
Stamped small bowl with kill hole 
• Constricted-neck, flat-bottomed  bowl with irregular
kill hole
• Open bowl with small kill hole
• Open bowl with folded rim
• Open bowl with red slipped interior
• Burnished simple bowl
• Bowl with incision below rim, with kill hole
Table 2. Pottery from Donated Collection, Poplar Springs Mound
Pottery Type Number of
sherds
Relative
frequency
by number
Weight (g) Relative
frequency 
by weight
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped 49 8.2 1699.4 9.8
Crooked River Complicated-Stamped 1 0.2 46.2 0.3
Weeden Island Incised 1 0.2 19.8 0.1
Weeden Island Red 1 0.2 18.0 0.1
Weeden Island Plain 1 0.2 15.7 0.9
Carrabelle Punctated - many sherds fit together into 2 or 3 pots 15 2.5 793.0 4.6
check-stamped 129 21.7 4327.2 24.9
sand-tempered plain 334 56.2 8381.4 48.2
sand-tempered plain red painted 15 2.5 523.5 3.0
grit-tempered plain 26 4.4 909.7 5.2
grog-tempered plain 8 1.3 238.3 1.4
grit and grog-tempered plain 2 0.3 35.5 0.2
cord-marked 1 0.2 69.2 0.4
indeterminate punctate - fingernail 1 0.2 24.9 0.1
indeterminate incised 5 0.8 75.4 0.4
indeterminate stamp 3 0.3 149.4 0.9
Cool Branch Incised (Fort Walton type) 1 0.2 24.9 0.1
shell-tempered plain - Mississippian 1 0.2 47.6 0.3
TOTAL 594 99.8 17,399.1 100.9
27
The Donated Pottery
Upon returning to the lab from the 2003 field session, I began working on
cataloguing both the 2000 and 2003 sets of donated pottery. Middle Woodland ceramic
types are Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Red, Incised and Plain, and
Carrabelle Punctated. There is also a very small amount of Mississippian pottery.
The majority of the sherds are tempered with sand of varying grain size. Only a
few sherds were tempered with grog (crushed pottery sherds). A few sand-tempered
sherds had small amounts of grog and/or grit inclusions. One sherd was plain and
tempered with shell, evident from large flat openings on the surfaces. This sherd was
most likely a Mississippian type, and is considered anomalous here, or indicative of a
later component. 
Many sherds exhibit smoothing and burnishing on one or both of the surfaces.
One sherd had been brushed with what looks like a fine bristle instrument. Traces of red
paint can be seen on 15 of the sand-tempered plain sherds. 
The Swift Creek pottery exhibited many different stamped designs. Teardrop and
diamond shapes were found on some of the whole, killed pots still in the donor's
possession (Figure 14), but many of the donated pots exhibited variations on the
curvilinear swirling patterns (Figure 15). There was one Crooked River Complicated-
Stamped sherd characterized by rectilinear zig-zagging complicated stamping and
notched rims  (Figure 16). Weeden Island pottery was not as abundant. One sherd had
fine-tooled incisions ending in punctations that are indicative of Weeden Island Incised,
while three Weeden Island Plain sherds were found, one which is known as Weeden
28
Figure 15. Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pottery donated from Poplar Springs. 
  Figure 16. Crooked River Complicated-Stamped 
  sherd donated from Poplar Springs Mound.
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Island Red for its red paint (Figure 17). Carrabelle Punctated sherds are represented with
at least two types of tool marks, a squared-end tool and a tool that made a bean-shaped
punctation (Figure 18).
Including the pottery recovered in 2003, a large number of the sherds (25 percent
by weight) are check-stamped and display various representations and sizes of checks
(Table 2). Sand-tempered plain sherds (without paint) account for 48 percent of the
sherds by weight. Since many of the Middle Woodland pots with decoration include plain
sections, it is difficult to label these as sherds from plain-surfaced vessels. It is possible
that they represent parts of the pots where there was no decoration, such as areas below
the incised or stamped shoulder of a vessel (as can be seen on the lower portion of the
Carrabelle pottery sherds in Figure 18). Without the whole pot, I cannot say that a
majority of pots from this mound were without decoration. 
Two Mississippian ceramic types are represented by a Cool Branch Incised sherd
and the shell-tempered sherd (Figure 19). This occurrence of later pottery types causes
pause in this analysis. Remember that this is a pottery collection donated to us with a
poorly documented past. It was unearthed over 30 years ago and has been in the
possession of a descendant of the original collector. Its provenience is in question.
However, there are some plausible reasons for the later types. It is possible that the
collection, or part of it, does not come from Poplar Springs Mound at all or there was a
small occupation of the mound in later times by a Fort Walton group and only a few
sherds were collected. Most likely though, is that the Mississippian sherds are anomalous
to the site. 
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Figure 17. Weeden Island Pottery donated from Poplar Springs Mound. Upper Left:
Weeden Island Incised; Upper Right: Weeden Island Zoned Red; Bottom: Weeden Island
plain pottery with folded rims.
Figure 18. Carrabelle Punctated Pottery donated from Poplar Springs Mound.
Left: square punctation, Right: bean-shaped punctation. 
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          Figure 19. Mississippian Ceramics donated from Poplar Springs Mound: 
          Cool Branch Incised sherd (left) and shell-tempered plain sherd (right).
Discussion
The near-absence of Weeden Island types diagnostic of later Middle Woodland
suggests that these artifacts came from an earlier Middle Woodland mound. Swift Creek
pottery makes up over 73 percent of the diagnostic pottery (8.5 percent of the total
collection) while Weeden Island makes up over 26 percent of the diagnostics (3 percent
of the total collection). While we currently have no way to date the mound and are
depending on an old and not well-provenienced collection, this is still interesting and
worth further study. Return visits to the site and testing to determine if there are intact
subsurface deposits may provide us with material suitable for dating. Design comparison
would provide a great deal of information regarding the exchange of Swift Creek paddle
designs, and further work with this collection should include looking at the work done
previously by Betty Broyles (1968), Rebecca Saunders (1986a, 1986b, 1994, 1998), and
Frankie Snow (n.d., 1975, 1982, 1993, 1994, 1998; Snow and Stephenson 1993, 1998)
with Swift Creek Complicated-Stamp designs. 
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The material collected from Poplar Springs Mound represents a long tradition of
working with collectors to aid in the growth of the archaeological record and in
answering questions of importance. Even though this site has been obviously destroyed,
through heavy looting and bulldozing for recreational purposes, archaeologists are still
able to study it, albeit with much information lost to progress. The scope of this study did
not include subsurface testing, but coring or shovel testing may bring to light more
information and help to add to the picture of ceremonial life in the upper Apalachicola
Valley.
Poplar Springs Mound and the information collected from the donated artifacts
from the site are the stepping stone in the study of the Middle Woodland manifestations
in the Apalachicola Valley. The next chapter follows with descriptions of the work done
and artifacts collected from other Swift Creek and early Weeden Island mounds in the
valley. Later chapters will then discuss the material culture of the mounds, how they are
distributed along the valley and how Poplar Springs Mound fits in to the model proposed
by Brose and Percy (1974) for Middle Woodland ceremonial activity in the Apalachicola
Valley.
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Chapter 3: Middle Woodland Mounds in the Apalachicola Valley
Introduction
Middle Woodland mounds of the Apalachicola Valley are distributed along the
river, with the majority of them clustering around the coastal delta area or the upper river
region of the Florida/Georgia/Alabama border (Figure 20 shows the distribution of
mounds and domestic sites). Since data from Georgia or Alabama are not included in this
study, it is important to note the potential bias in the distribution of any of the materials.
The figure shows the stretch of the Chattahoochee River in Florida, which is only 40 km
on the west side. Certain areas are also not well surveyed and present another bias, and so
gaps in the distribution may only mean a lack of survey and not necessarily a lack of
mounds or materials. 
Thirty mounds containing Middle Woodland components are spread along the
Apalachicola, Chipola and lower Chattahoochee Rivers and along the Gulf Coast of this
delta (Figure 21 and Table 4). The rest of this chapter is a discussion of each of these
mounds, the history and artifacts recovered during surveys. Sites are ordered by county
and site number. Site and related artifact photographs from my research are included with
the appropriate site descriptions. These descriptive data are then organized and discussed
in the following chapter.
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Middle Woodland Mounds of the Apalachicola Valley.Figure 21. 
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The Middle Woodland Mounds
Davis Field, 8Ca1. Davis Field was located during Moore’s Apalachicola River
expedition in 1903  on a tributary stream of the Apalachicola. This mound composed of
clay was 21 m in diameter and over 1 m high. There was a smaller interior mound that
was built up over a sub-floor pit. Ceramics included late variety Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Plain, Weeden Island Incised and undiagnostic red
painted sherds. The majority of vessels were ritually perforated; some with evidence of
perforation during the formation process and some that were perforated after the final
firing. Non-ceramic artifacts included conch shell cups and sheet-mica fragments.
Twenty-six burials were encountered, including primary flexed and secondary bundle
and single skull (Moore 1903:468-473; Willey 1949:251-252). A visit to the Division of
Historical Resources (DHR) in Tallahassee Florida resulted in our locating more Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds (Figure 22). This mound was not relocated.
OK Landing, 8Ca2. OK Landing was discovered during Moore’s re-visitation of the
northwestern Florida coast in 1918. This mound was over 10 m in diameter and one
meter high. Ceramics included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and undiagnostic
plain, incised and check-stamped sherds all interred together in a single mass deposit and
ritually perforated. The only other artifact was a lump of galena. There were only two 
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Figure 22. Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
pottery sherds from Davis Field Mound. Pottery
curated at the DHR. Photo courtesy of Nancy White.
burials, both secondary types, but it is unknown whether they were bundle (groups of
bones) or single skull (Moore 1918:554; Willey 1949:252). The mound was not
relocated.
Gaston Spivey, 8Ca114. The Gaston Spivey Mound was located through a local
informant, Gaston Spivey, who owns the land and house built on it. He contacted White
who visited the site during the 1987 survey of the Chipola River (White and Trauner
1987). The mound had been heavily looted and severely damaged due to construction of
a nearby road and the house. A one-meter-square test unit was dug. Pottery included
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and undiagnostic check-stamped and plain sherds.
Non-ceramic artifacts were a possible Pinellas Point, undiagnostic projectile points and a
grinding stone fragment.
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Porter’s Bar, 8Fr1. Porter’s Bar consists of a burial mound and shell midden situated on
St George’s Sound approximately 5 km east of East Point. Moore discovered this site
during his 1902 Northwest Florida Coast expedition and at the time of his visit was
approximately 400 m back from the beach. He found the mound in a partially destroyed
state, 18 by 24 m at the base and 3 m high. It was made up of layers of white, yellow and
blackened sand over a base layer of oyster shell. Ceramics include early and late varieties
of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Alligator Bayou Stamped, Weeden Island Plain
and Incised, a human-effigy vessel form (not illustrated) and undiagnostic check-stamped
and red-painted sherds. Vessels were ritually perforated. An elbow-shaped pottery pipe
was also recovered. Non-ceramic artifacts include projectile points, celts, hammerstones,
a stone pendant, shell pendants, cups and tools, cut animal jaws, hematite ore, galena,
sheet mica, bitumen, cooper, and a carved kaolin baton. Sixty-eight burials were found
on, near or in the shell base. Burials included primary flexed and semiflexed, secondary
bundle and single skull, and a single deposit of calcined bones (Moore 1902:238-249;
Willey 1949:265-267). 
Calvin Jones surveyed this site during the early 1990s. He excavated Late Archaic
burials eroding out of the midden on the shore and noted heavy looting occurring at the
mound. In 1996, White relocated the mound and surveyed the area (Figures 23-25).
Construction for residential property was occurring nearby and so shovel testing, surface
collection and cleaning of pothole profiles was conducted (White 1996). Because of this
site’s accessibility to the beach, many more unusual materials were recovered. 
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Figure 25. Hematite nodule from Porter’s Bar
in USF collections.
Figure 23. Shell artifacts from Porter’s Bar in USF collections. Photos courtesy of Eric
Eyles.
Figure 24. Mounds at Porter’s Bar. Left: Looting at Porter’s Bar. Anya Frashuer at left.
Right: Western mound at Porter’s Bar. Anya Frashuer at left and Tony White atop
mound. Photos courtesy of Nancy White.
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Brickyard Creek, 8Fr8. Moore discovered Brickyard Creek mound during his 1903
Apalachicola River expedition. It had already been disturbed by looting and was over 10
m in diameter and over one meter high at the time of his visit. The ceramics he collected
included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Plain, a Weeden Island or
Fort Walton effigy lug, and undiagnostic incised, punctated and check-stamped sherds.
Vessels were ritually perforated. Non-ceramic artifacts included projectile points,
scrapers, hammerstones, hones, bone awls, conch columella tools, and fragments of sheet
mica. Human bone was also found, but it was so badly decayed that the amount or burial
style was indeterminate (Moore 1903:441-443; Willey 1949:273).  
In the Fall of 1999, a USF crew was joined by United States Forest Service
archaeologists Andrea Repp and James Halpern to help locate the mound. Twenty years
before, the previous Forest Service archaeologist had relocated the mound and this
information was used to return to the area. No mound was visible and testing resulted in
no artifacts found (White 1999).
Eleven Mile Point, 8Fr10. Eleven Mile Point is a midden and burial mound located over
17 km west of the city of Apalachicola on St. Vincent Sound. The midden is located on
the shore while the mound is located several meters inland. Moore found and excavated
the mound during his 1902 Northwest Florida coast expedition. The mound was 15 m in
diameter and almost one meter high. Ceramics included early variety Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, Alligator Bayou Stamped, Weeden Island Plain and undiagnostic
incised. Vessels were ritually perforated. Non-ceramic artifacts were not mentioned while
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burials were mentioned but number or types not recorded (Moore 1902:214-216; Willey
1949:274-276).
Willey (1949) visited the site during his 1940 survey, relocated the midden but
was unable to find the mound. White returned in 1996 to see the mound in a cleared area
underneath a house. The owner had a large collection of artifacts, which she graciously
allowed to be photographed.
Green Point, 8Fr11. Moore discovered Green Point during his 1902 Northwest Florida
coast expedition. The mound is located just east of Porter’s Bar. At the time of its
discovery, it had been heavily disturbed by cultivation and was determined to be 19 m in
diameter and 1 to 2 m  high. It was constructed of sand with inclusions of shell and
blackened organic material interspersed. Ceramics included early variety Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, Franklin Plain, Crystal River Zoned Red, and undiagnostic plain,
incised and fabric-marked sherds. Vessels were ritually perforated and there was mention
of tetrapod bases and notching of rims. Two pipes were also discovered; one monitor
pipe of either stone or pottery and one pottery pipe of unrecorded form. Non-ceramic
artifacts included projectile points, lances, celts, hones, smoothing stones, hammerstones,
shell cups, gouges, pendants, and disks. A large number of burials, 80 in all, were of
primary flexed and semiflexed and secondary bundle and single skull types (Moore
1902:249-256; Willey 1949:276-277). White and crew re-attempted to relocate this
mound several times without success.
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Huckleberry Landing, 8Fr12. Huckleberry Landing is a collection of shell middens and a
mound along the coast of the Jackson River. Moore found this site in 1902 during his
Northwest Florida coast travels. The mound consisted of sand with inclusions of either
sand or clay dotted throughout. The mound stands 2 m high with a base diameter of 12 m
east to west and 16 m north to south. Ceramics included early variety Swift Creek
Complicated Stamped, Weeden Island Plain and undiagnostic check-stamped sherds.
Vessels were ritually perforated. Two pottery pipes were also found; one monitor style
and the other elbow-shaped. Non-ceramic artifacts included celts, hones, pebble
hammers, stone pendants, sheet mica, rattles made of turtle shell and pottery ear spools
plated with copper. Thirty-four burials were spread out all throughout the mound. Of
these burials, two-thirds are secondary burials of the bundle and single skull type and
one-third are primary flexed burials. In some of the burials, Moore documented
pathology on the bones, but there was no mention of the type or description of the bone
deformation (Moore 1902:234-238; Willey 1949:277-278).
White and USF student archaeologists visited Huckleberry Landing several times
in the 1980s (Figure 26-29). In 2005, the Conservation and Recreational Lands (CARL)
team, led by Mary Glowacki, returned to the area to document the site, as the state had
purchased the land. They found was a shell midden of Rangia cuneata and a mostly-sand
mound with some shell. It was bordered to the north by the Jackson River and to the east
and west by marshes. The condition of the mound had been greatly impacted since
Moore’s visit. The CARL team found a doughnut-shaped mound only 1.5 m high (as
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Figure 26. Shell scoop from Huckleberry
Landing. Photo courtesy of Eric Eyles.
Figure 27. Quartz pebble from
Huckleberry Landing. USF collections.
opposed to Moore’s 2 m). At the mound they found Deptford Plain, Wakulla Check-
Stamped, Weeden Island Plain, and Lake Jackson Incised (Glowacki and White 2005). 
Nancy White, Amber Yuellig and I revisited Huckleberry Landing in June of
2005. The water level of Jackson River was high and the area was very swampy with
inundated areas. The mound was still intact with the “doughnut’s” crater still visible on
the east side of the mound, most likely from Moore’s excavation. Swift Creek pottery
dotted the surface of the east side of the mound and the midden.  
Figure 28. Hematite nodule from
Huckleberry Landing mound. USF
collections.
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Figure 29. Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pottery from Huckleberry Landing mound.
USF collections.
Pierce Mounds, 8Fr14. Pierce Mounds is a multi-mound, multi-component site near the
coast on the edge of the city of Apalachicola. This complex includes many mounds of the
Pierce site and other sites, such as Jackson Mound and Cool Springs Mounds discussed
later. For the sake of this research, only Middle Woodland mounds of the Pierce complex
will be discussed. For information about the rest of the site, refer to Moore (1902:217-
229) and Willey (1949:278-282).
Pierce Mounds includes the northern portion of the city’s cemetery. The property
on which many of the Pierce Mounds are located is under controversy. This property is
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slated to be divided and sold for residential purposes. There has also been a considerable
amount of damage done to all the mounds from ATV traffic and heavy looting.
Moore discovered Pierce Mounds (including Jackson and Cool Springs mounds)
during his 1902 Northwest Florida Coast expedition. Mound A is located on the
southwestern side of the site. It is a yellow sand and shell flat topped mound over 2 m
high, a base of 29 m east to west and 23 m north to south, and a summit of 12 by 10 m.
Ceramics included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Santa Rosa Stamped, Crystal
River Zoned Red, Pierce Zoned Red, and Weeden Island Incised along with a Weeden
Island multiple orifice vessel and grubworm effigy. Vessels were ritually perforated.
Undiagnostic plain and cord-marked sherds along with a ceramic monitor pipe, small
vessels, tetrapod supports and notched rims were mentioned. Non-ceramic artifacts
include projectile points and chisels, celts, stone plummets, pearls, a copper tube and ear
spools platted with silver, shell cups, gougelike columella tools and beads, a bison bone
gorget, and wolf and panther teeth. This is the largest burial site of the Pierce group.
During his excavations, Moore uncovered and documented 99 burials. A majority of the
primary burials were flexed skeletons and only a few were extended (a rarity in the
valley). Secondary burials included bundle and single skull types, with one mass deposit
of bones.
The mound now stands in an overgrown parcel, 1.5 m high and 26 by 20 m at its
base. There are ATV tracks running up its side and looters’ holes in the sides and at the
top (Figure 30). Human bone fragments found on the top of the mound during one visit
were sent to the state collections in Tallahassee. USF collections include undiagnostic
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check-stamped sherds and shell tools from the mound. Artifacts collected from visits over
many years are still in the processes of documentation and will be available in the future.
Figure 30. Pierce Mound A. Left: North side of Mound A with looter’s holes. Right:
Southeastern side of Mound A with ATV track.
Moore’s Mound C is a smaller burial mound located between Mounds A and B
(which is at the north center of the property adjacent to railroad tracks). The mound 
consisted of sand over a shell base and was originally 2 m high and 27.5 m east to west
by 22.5 m north to south. Moore dug a 10.5 m trench, 4.5 m wide, through the mound. He
found Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, undiagnostic check-stamped and punctated
sherds, and pottery beads. Three primary flexed burials were encountered.
Visits from the USF crew documented that the mound was heavily disturbed just
like Mound A. It is over one meter high and approximately 33.5 m square, made up of
gray sand with an oyster shell base overlying yellow sand. In June of 2004, the mound
had recently been looted with one 4 m trench and another shorter in length. ATV tracks
covered the mound and adjacent area (Figure 31).   
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Jackson Mound, 8Fr15. Jackson Mound is located over 3 km northwest of the city of
Apalachicola. Moore discovered the mound in 1902 during his Northwest Florida
expedition. It was probably part of the entire Pierce group in prehistory. The mound
measures almost 3 m high and 22 by 20 m at its base. Ceramics included early and late
varieties of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Alligator Bayou Stamped, a vessel of
Weeden Island Plain style, and undiagnostic plain, and incised sherds. Vessels were
ritually perforated. Pottery and steatite pipes were found, exhibiting notching rims, block
pattern and elbow-style. Non-ceramic artifacts included projectile points, celts, hones,
smoothing stones, hammerstones, stone beads and plummets, a quartz plummet, hematite
ore, galena, and a fragment of copper. It contained 26 burials, most of them badly
decayed. Burials were identified as secondary bundle and single skull along with a single
cremation, but no other information was possible due to the degradation of the remains
(Moore 1902:229-234; Willey 1949:282-284). 
Figure 31. Pierce Mound C with ATV track up
the center. View facing north. Photo courtesy of
Nancy White.
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Cool Springs Mound, 8Fr19. Moore mentioned Cool Springs Mound in his Northwest
Florida coast notes from 1902 as being located west of the outskirts of the city of
Apalachicola. This mound was probably originally part of the Pierce Mound group. It
was heavily looted when Moore located it and reported it as being over 2 m high and 27.5
m in diameter. He dug about two-thirds of this sand mound and found Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, a frog effigy, animal rim effigies, and undiagnostic check-stamp,
incised and punctated sherds. Non-ceramic artifacts included a projectile point, celt and
mica. Upwards of nine burials were found of primary flexed, semi-flexed and extended
types and secondary bundle and single skull types (Moore 1902:216; Willey 1949:284).
White and crew have not yet been able to relocate this site.
Aspalaga Landing Mound, 8Gd1. The Aspalaga Landing site was located by Moore in
1903 during his Apalachicola River expedition. The site consists of one shell midden,
two domicile sand mounds, and one sand burial mound situated high atop bluffs in the
Torreya Ravines. For this research, only the burial mound is discussed. The burial mound
is oblong in shape, 27.5 m in diameter and was reported as 2 to 3 m high. Ceramics
included an early variety of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, St. Andrews
Complicated-Stamped, Crystal River Incised, Weeden Island Plain, and undiagnostic red-
painted sherds. Tetrapodal supports and notched rims were mentioned. Non-ceramic
artifacts included projectile and lance points, celts, hammerstones, a stone disk, shell
cups and beads, mica spear-point form and sheet-mica fragments, and hematite ore.
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Moore found 54 burials of primary flexed and secondary bundle and single skull types
(Moore 1903:481-488; Willey 1949:257-258). 
The state tried to buy this mound site for years with little success; after the
construction of I-10 in the 1970s, it became heavily looted as it was more easily
accessible and better known to collectors. White and crew (White 1996) visited Aspalaga
Landing mound as part of a 1995 survey of the impacts of record flooding in the valley.
They found a severely damaged mound and almost non-existent midden damaged by
clear-cutting for timber and extensive looting. Ceramics recovered included Weeden
Island Incised, Weeden Island Punctated, Carrabelle Punctated, and undiagnostic cord-
marked, punctated, incised, and fabric-marked. Non-ceramic artifacts include quartz
flakes, limestone fragments and glass.
Mound Near Indian Pass Point, 8Gu1. Mound Near Indian Pass Point was located during
Moore’s 1902 Northwest Florida Coast expedition. The mound is composed of both sand
and shell, was irregular in shape, 15 m in diameter and one meter high. This mound did
not have any Swift Creek pottery (the only one of its kind in this study) but did have
Weeden Island Incised and Indian Pass Incised along with undiagnostic plain and check-
stamped sherds. This suggests that this mound was in use at a time later in the Middle
Woodland. This was deposited in a primary cache and smaller caches and the pottery
exhibited ritual perforation. Other artifacts include projectile points, celts, honestones,
shell cups, shell chisel, and hematite. This is a small burial mound with an unknown
number of bundle burials. The most important aspect of this burial mound is its numerous
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skulls with marked front and rear cranial flattening that is found no where else in the
valley (Moore 1902:211-214).  
Gordon Willey (1949:252-253) relocated the mound in 1940 with Moore’s
original excavation cavity still visible. The mound was located among sand dunes dotted
with pine and oak. Within the cavity Willey found a few pieces of Weeden Island Plain
pottery. 
The first attempt by USF crew to locate the mound (White 1999) used pedestrian
survey of the sand dunes and residential yards in the area of Moore’s description.
Nothing was found but the conclusion was that the mound must have been underneath
one of the homes. In the Fall of 2003, a USF team consisting of Nancy White, Amber
Yuellig, Chris Smith, Karen Mayo and myself were led by a local informant to relocate
the mound. Currently the mound is situated partially under a beach home on the coastal
beach side of Indian Pass Point (Figure 32). Undiagnostic plain sherds  and cut shell
pieces were found on the northern side of the mound (Figure 33). Artifacts were found to
the north of the road and spread 150 m west (Figure 34). This is most likely due to the
building of the road and destruction of the northern part of the mound. 
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Figure 33. Shell tools collected from the
surface of Mound Near Indian Pass. USF
collections. Photos courtesy of Eric Eyles.
Figure 32. Mound Near Indian Pass Point located within the
front yard of a residential property. View facing south. Photo
courtesy of Nancy White.
Figure 34. Scatter of shell and modern
refuse northwest of mound. Amber
Yuellig in foreground.
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Gotier Hammock, 8Gu2. Gotier Hammock was discovered during Moore’s 1902
Northwest Florida Coast expedition. This mound is located along the coast on the eastern
edge of St. Joseph’s Bay, a high salinity bay well known for marine resources such as
scallops and for easy access to sea turtles during winter months. The mound, composed
of dark sand, was already heavily looted during Moore’s visit. He determined that the
mound was 18 m in diameter and 1.5 m high. Most of the pottery deposits were removed
during looting. Only a few vessels were identified at the mound, a late variety Swift
Creek Complicated vessel with a decorated neck and plain base, other Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, St. Andrews Stamped and Weeden Island Incised sherds and
undiagnostic plain and red painted sherds. Some of the vessels showed ritual
perforations. The St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped sherd illustrated in Moore
(1902:210) is similar in pattern to another St. Andrews sherd found at Watson’s Field
(central Jackson County), which is part of the Florida Museum of Natural History’s
collection (FLMNH Catalogue # 2001-82-1). Only a few bundle burials were located by
Moore, scattered through the mound and below the base of the mound (Moore 1902:210-
211; Willey 1949:253-254). 
During the Fall of 2003, Nancy White, Amber Yuellig, Chris Smith, Karen Mayo
and I were led by a local informant to the location of Gotier Hammock (Figure 35). He
had collected from the site as a child and had in his possession cut pieces of sheet mica
(Figure 36). The mound had been flattened and its associated village damaged by the
biggest land developer in Florida, the St. Joe Company. Swift Creek Complicated-
Stamped, Weeden Island Incised, Keith Incised, Carrabelle Incised, Indian Pass Incised
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Figure 35. Site of Gotier Hammock mound. Mound on
right. Anya Frashuer in background, Karen Mayo in
center and local informant in foreground. Photo
courtesy of Nancy White.
Figure 36. Cut mica from Gotier Hammock
in private collection.
and undiagnostic plain, cord-marked, and stamped sherds were found on the surface of
the mound area and the dirt road leading up to it (Figure 37). Non-ceramic artifacts
included large gastropod shell awls, Busycon shell tools and columella awls (White
2005:74-83).
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Figure 37. Artifacts collected from the surface of Gotier Hammock in USF collections.
Photos courtesy of Nancy White.
Burgess Landing, 8Gu3. Burgess Landing was located during Moore’s Apalachicola
River expedition in 1903 off a tributary to the Chipola River. This mound, composed of
clayey sand, was 15 m in diameter and 1.5 m high. The pottery was found together within
a single cache and includes Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Plain,
undiagnostic incised and red painted sherds. The vessels were ritually perforated.
Projectile points, celts, honestones, and sheet mica was also found but scattered through
the mound and not within the pottery mortuary cache. Twelve secondary bundle and
single skull burials were located by Moore (1903:443-445; Willey 1949:254). 
During the summer of 2004, our local informant joined the USF crew to help
relocate Burgess Landing, a site he visited as a child. We were able to locate remnants of
the mound alongside a new paved road and ditch to the north where its original location
was shown on Moore’s map (Figure 38). Artifacts included fragments of undiagnostic
plain pottery.
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Isabel Landing, 8Gu4. Isabel Landing, located on the Chipola River, was discovered by
Moore during his 1903 Apalachicola River expedition. This mound was 15 m in diameter
and 1.5 m high. Pottery was grouped into one cache and included Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, a Weeden Island-style effigy, undiagnostic check-stamped and
punctated pottery, and a vessel whose description (without illustration) indicates the type
St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped. Moore’s notes indicate he found two secondary
burials of unknown type (Moore 1903:445; Willey 1949:254).
White (1999) attempted to relocate the mound using pedestrian and boat survey
and shovel testing, with no success. A return visit in 2004 with a local informant resulted
in the same. We were unable to relocate this mound as there was no evidence of the
Figure 38. Location of Burgess Landing. View facing west.
Photo courtesy of Nancy White.
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mound itself or related artifacts in the vicinity of the place on Moore’s map. This mound
is next to the Chipola River and within the property boundary of a marina. It is quite
possible that the construction of the marina is the reason that there is no mound today. Or
else the original location of the landing changed as the river meanders changed.
Chipola Cutoff, 8Gu5. The Chipola Cutoff Mound is located on the Chipola Cutoff, a
natural channel that connects the Chipola River to the Apalachicola River. The mound
was made up of sand with some clay, and measured almost 14 m in diameter and 1.5 m
high. It was discovered by Moore in 1903 during his Apalachicola River expedition and
was previously looted. What was left of the mound still amounted to a large collection of
Middle Woodland and Fort Walton (including contact period) artifacts and a significant
amount of data from multiple burials. Middle Woodland ceramics included late variety
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Plain and Weeden Island Incised.
Most vessels were ritually perforated with one example of perforation prior to firing.
Non-ceramic artifacts included stone celts and hones, shell gouges, chisels, beads and
hairpins, bone awls and hairpins, and hematite ore. Burials were found at 42 places in the
mound or on its base. Burials are of primary flexed and semiflexed and secondary bundle
and single skull. One skull had an inverted vessel over it (Moore 1903:445-466;
Willey:254-256).
The site of the mound was relocated by the USF crew with some difficulty. The
first attempt was in 1985 (Henefield and White 1986) and a revisit occurred in July of
1999 (White 1999). Pedestrian survey turned up no mound or artifacts. A visit to the
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Wewahitchka Public Library in 2003 brought us to Mr. Tom Semmes and his collection
of artifacts from the mound and a map of its location. The majority of his collection is of
Fort Walton sherds and one effigy. He was able to take us to the location of the mound
and tell us about his days as a child collecting there. The mound was nowhere to be seen
and no artifacts were in evidence on the surface (Figure 39). At this time the verdict was
that the mound was under the surface of the cut-off waters. A return visit a year later and
a conversation with a resident of a nearby house determined that the dredging of the cut-
off and changing path of the water had destroyed the mound. 
Figure 39. Location of Chipola Cutoff. Cassandra Rae Harper in
background. Rise of land is not the mound but new berm created
apparently by piling up dredging deposits.
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Figure 40. Burial mound at Richardson’s Hammock. Elan Marsh (with
insect netting over her head) in background atop center of mound.
Richardson’s Hammock, 8Gu10. Richardson’s Hammock is a multi-component, multi-
mound/midden site that is spread along the northern portion of a small peninsula off St.
Joseph Peninsula. The Middle Woodland mound is located at the northern-most part of
the site. It was heavily looted beginning in the early 1980s. Around the same time,
Wayne Childers (n.d.) was hired by the former owner of the area to conduct a survey of
the whole site. The mound and midden produced Weeden Island Incised and Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped ceramics (White et al. 2002). No USF investigations were
conducted at this mound, only mapping of its location (Figure 40) and testing in the
midden area.
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Howard Creek Mound, 8Gu41. In the lower part of the valley, Howard Creek Mound is
situated behind a home in the small fishcamp of Howard Creek. This mound was
recorded by Susan Henefield and Nancy White (1986:55-56, 123; White 1992) during the
1985 survey of the middle and lower portions of the Apalachicola Valley. At this time,
the mound was 20 m in diameter and almost a meter high. They located the mound with
the help of a local resident whose collection included many Swift Creek Complicated-
Stamped pots (ritually perforated), plain sherds, as well as bone tools, mica, and copper
disks (Figure 41). Unfortunately, during a later survey, he had to sell his artifacts to pay
his bar bills, and the collection thus disappeared after he died.
A crew of USF students led by White returned in the summer of 2004 to relocate
the mound. We found it behind a mobile home with the east side of the mound modified
for the construction of a fish cleaning shack on it. No artifacts were found on the surface
and only a small handfull of fresh-water shell was located at the base of the south side
(Figure 42).
The lack of Weeden Island pottery makes this one of three sites that are probably
early Middle Woodland sites. It is also the only site without Weeden Island pottery that
also has exotic materials. 
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Figure 41. Artifacts from Howard Creek
Mound. Upper left: Bone fragments. Upper
right: cut mica sheet. Bottom: copper
earspools. Photo courtesy of Nancy White.
Figure 42. Howard Creek Mound. Left: View from the west. Right: East side of mound
with fish cleaning shack. 
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Sampson’s Landing, 8Ja1. Sampson’s Landing was first discovered by Moore during his
1903 Apalachicola River expedition. This was a sand and gravel mound approximately
14 m in diameter and almost 1.5 m high. Ceramic artifacts included late variety Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Incised (?), and undiagnostic plain and
check-stamped sherds. Numerous vessels were ritually perforated. Stone celts, shell cups
and fragments of sheet mica were also encountered. Skeletal remains included 47 burials
of flexed primary burials and bundle and single skull secondary burials. Three of the
flexed primary burials were found below slabs of limerock (Moore 1903:489-491; Willey
1949:249-251).
Percy (1976:127-130) investigated the associated midden, Scholz Steam Plant
Site (8Ja104), and interviewed a local collector, Mr. Burgess. At the time of the visit,
Burgess was unable to relocate the mound but allowed a vessel from his collection to be
photographed. We were not able to relocate this mound.
Moore’s Mound Near Kemp’s Landing, 8Ja2. Moore’s Mound Near Kemp’s Landing
was located during his Apalachicola River expedition in 1903 off a tributary to the
Apalachicola. This mound, composed of clay, was 10 m in diameter and almost 1.5 m
high. Ceramics included late variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island
Plain, Weeden Island Incised, Indian Pass Incised and undiagnostic plain and check-
stamped. The pottery was ritually perforated. A single burial consisting of a single skull
and a cache of mortuary pottery were found. No other artifact types were present (Moore
1903:428-429; Willey 1949:251). 
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Ripley Bullen (1958:331-333) attempted to find the mound during survey but
wasn’t able to relocate it until 1953, when the area was cleared for timber and
construction of the Jim Woodruff Reservoir, later known as Lake Seminole. The process
of clearing the land caused a smearing of the mound from the west to the east. Bullen dug
a trench in the undisturbed north portion of what was left of the mound. He described a
clay mound situated on a slight natural rise, but his estimations of the mound size (one
meter high and 18 m in diameter) were lower and wider than Moore’s observations.
Bullen also saw numerous human bone fragments dug up by the land clearing, a
difference from Moore’s account of a single skull fragment. Pottery found during this
survey included early and late varieties of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden
Island Plain and Punctated, Carrabelle Punctated, Wakulla and Gulf Check-Stamped,
tetrapod bases, and undiagnostic check-stamped, stamped, and red-painted. The mound is
now submerged under the lake.
Waddell’s Mill Pond Site, 8Ja65. Gardner (1966) first discovered Waddell’s Mill Pond
site in the early 1960s. Then in the 1970s it was tested by the late Calvin Jones of the
DHR, but never reported. This site consists of two Swift Creek conical burial mounds, a
palisaded area, a Fort Walton occupation, and two caves. Louis Tesar of the Division of
Historical Resources has been working with Jones’s data and materials for the past year,
meticulously describing and documenting it for the state archives. His notes are detailed
and extensive and were extremely helpful in determining the affiliation of this site with
Middle Woodland and for providing vast amounts of information on the Middle
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Woodland mound occupation. Tesar hopes to have a report on the site by June 2006 and
will give a paper on it at the Florida Anthropological Society meeting in May of the same
year. 
Ceramic artifacts include Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Santa Rosa
Punctated, Crooked River Complicated-Stamped, St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped,
Gulf Check-Stamped, Alligator Bayou Stamped, Basin Bayou Incised, Franklin Plain,
West Florida Cord-Marked, Weeden Island Plain, Weeden Island Punctated, Weeden
Island Zoned Red, Tucker Ridge-Pinched, Carrabelle Punctated, Indian Pass Incised,
Wakulla Check-Stamped, a bird-tail rim lug and undiagnostic plain, punctated, punctated
and incised sherds. Other clay items include the torso of a human female figurine, a burnt
red clay lump, a ceramic disk, ceramic earspools, and Fort Walton ceramic types from the
later component. Stone artifacts include a Florida Archaic stemmed preform, a Duval-like
projectile point, a groundstone celt fragment, a quartz core and flake, quartzite and
limestone pebbles, a cut calcite crystal, bifacial and unifacial hafted adzes, and
undiagnostic projectile points. Other artifacts include burnt clam and oyster shell, red
ocher and limonite pigment, hematite nodules, tabular hematitic sandstone fragments,
hematite geode fragment, cut sheet mica and a sheet-mica fragment, the stem from an
elbow pipe (material not listed), and a steatite vessel rim. USF researchers visited
Waddell’s Mill Pond site but were unable to relocate the Middle Woodland burial
mounds. 
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Watson’s Field, 8Ja93. The Florida Museum of Natural History in Gainesville Florida
held a collection of artifacts for this mound found by one of John Goggin’s students,
William Gardner, during a late 1960 survey (FLMNH Catalogue # 2001-82-1). Ceramics
include Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, St. Andrews Complicated Stamped, Weeden
Island Plain rim, and undiagnostic plain, cord-marked, incised sherds and a red-painted
rim. The St. Andrews sherd is similar in pattern to one illustrated in Moore’s 1902
Northwest Florida Coast Expedition from Gotier Hammock, a coastal mound located on
St. Joseph’s Bay. Also found were a hafted projectile point, a scraper, quartz and a
unidentified bone fragment. Poplar Springs Mound is located just north of the general
vicinity of Watson’s Field mound. USF crews were unable to relocate it during their
search for Poplar Springs.
Poplar Springs Mound, 8Ja138. Chapter 2 gives a complete history of the site,
description of recent survey and images of artifacts found at the site by archaeologists
and collectors. 
Patrick Pond, 8Ja325. Patrick Pond site includes a midden situated on a high bluff and
possible mound located a few hundred meters inland. This site was recorded by White
(personal communication, 2006) from collectors’ information. Ceramics include Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped, Tucker Ridge Pinched, and Keith Incised. Non-ceramic
artifacts are a celt and an undiagnostic projectile point. 
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Mound Below Bristol, 8Li3. Mound Below Bristol is located approximately 1.5 km to the
southwest of the town of Bristol. Moore discovered this mound during his 1903
Apalachicola River expedition. It is a circular sand mound 150 m in diameter and one
meter high. Ceramics included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, and undiagnostic
plain and check-stamped sherds were found. Vessels were ritually perforated. A pottery
pipe was also located in a pit below the base of the mound. Non-ceramic artifacts
included a projectile point and a shell cup. Human remains were encountered but were
too decayed for counting or determination of burial style (Moore 1903:473-474; Willey
1949:263). This mound was not relocated.
Bristol Mound, 8Li4. Bristol Mound is located northwest of the town of Bristol. In 1903,
Moore discovered this sand mound on a ridge. It was circular, 17 m in diameter and
almost one meter high. Ceramics included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden
Island Plain and Punctated, Wakulla Check-Stamped and undiagnostic incised and red-
painted sherds. Vessels were ritually perforated. Non-ceramic artifacts included a
hammerstone, a conch-shell cup and shell beads, and a mica spear-point form. Fourteen
burials were located at various points in the mound. They were of secondary bundle and
single skull types (Moore 1903:474-480; Willey 1949:263-264). The mound has not been
relocated.  
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Rock Bluff Landing, 8Li5. C.B. Moore visited the site in 1918 during his Northwest
Florida coast expedition. At this time the mound was approximately 1.5 km inland and
almost 14 m in diameter and one meter high. Ceramics included Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Plain and undiagnostic incised and check-stamped
sherds. Vessels were ritually perforated. A projectile point, stone celt and shell beads
were also found. Thirteen burials, too decayed for identification, were found with a mass
deposit of pottery. One burial was found with a pot and another with the shell beads
(Moore 1918:554-555; Willey 1949:264).
I visited the Division of Historic Resources in Tallahassee, Florida, and studied
three collections related to this mound. In the early 1970s, George Percy (Percy and
Jones 1976) collected undiagnostic plain, check-stamped, incised, punctated and punch
and drag sherds (DHR Catalogue # 75.199.01). Kathy Jones collected from the surface of
Rock Bluff Landing. This collection included late variety Swift Creek Complicated-
Stamped, Weeden Island Plain, Carrabelle Punctated, Keith Incised, daub, and
undiagnostic plain, check-stamped, annular punctate, triangular punctate, and incised
(DHR Catalogue # 99.16.01). An anonymous donation of artifacts from the surface of the
mound provided the most diverse ceramics. These are Franklin Plain, Weeden Island
Incised, Weeden Island Zoned Red, Keith Incised, Carrabelle Punctated and undiagnostic
plain, check-stamped, punch and drag, fingernail punctated, triangular punctated, and
plain with red-painted interior. Chert debitage and shell fragments make up the non-
ceramic artifacts of this donation (DHR Catalogue # 99.60.1).
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Rock Bluff Landing in now located within the boundaries of the Torrya State
Park. A park ranger helped USF archaeologists to find the site and, in 2005, another
student, Amber Yuellig, and I returned to the site to update our information (Figure 43).
The site lies along a downslope leading to the Weeping Rock, an ephemeral stream that
appears to run from the rock itself. The site is only 25 m long and 20 m wide. The path
that leads hikers to the Weeping Rock is along its western flank and may have caused
some disturbance of the site boundaries. A small gully or wash cuts into its northeastern
side. Due to the protection provided by state park laws, no attempt was made to collect
artifacts or do any subsurface investigation. But a cursory survey of the surface and a few
animal burrows revealed no artifacts amid the heavy forest floor leaf cover.
Figure 43. Rock Bluff Landing mound. View facing south. Amber Yuellig in
background at right.
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Michaux Log Landing, 8Li6. Michaux Log Landing was discovered by Moore
approximately 6.5 km north of Estiffanulga during his 1918 Northwestern Florida coast
expedition. The mound was 12 m in diameter and one meter high. A mass deposit of
pottery included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and undiagnostic plain, incised and
check-stamped. No illustrations were included for this site and therefore the pottery was
difficult to type. Vessels were ritually perforated. The only non-ceramic artifact was a
projectile point. Burials included a deposit of calcined bones and three or four secondary
burials too decayed to determine whether they were bundle or single skull (Moore
1918:553-554; Willey 1949:264). 
During the summer of 2004, I was on a USF crew led by Nancy White and local
informant Jeff Whitfield; we relocated Michaux Log Landing mound. Many mounds
have been pushed down by logging or other disturbances, and Michaux Log Landing
suffered just this fate. When we found the mound there was a probable looter’s trench up
the middle (Figure 44). A section of this trench wall was trowelled to see the stratigraphic
sequence. Shovel tests and a single core were placed around the area. Jeff Whitfield
(personal communication, 2004) had collected in the area before and after it was cleared
and planted with pine. He remembers finding Weeden Island pottery such as annular and
fingernail punctated, pinched, red-painted, net-marked, and possible Weeden Island
Incised in the areas around the mound. 
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Figure 44. Looter’s trench through Micheaux Log
Landing. Sean Dejardin in background and
Ernesto Ruiz in foreground.
Estiffanulga, 8Li7. Estiffanulga mound, 1.5 km northeast of the town of Estiffanulga, was
discovered in 1903 by Moore during his Apalachicola River expedition. This yellow
clayey sand mound was almost 12 m in diameter and one meter high. Ceramics included
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and undiagnostic plain and check-stamped. Vessels
were ritually perforated. Non-ceramic artifacts included celts and projectile points. A
single deposit of human bones was too decayed to identify burial type (Moore 1903:466-
467; Willey 1949:264-265). The mound was not relocated.
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Discussion
These are the Middle Woodland mounds that are located in the valleys of the
Chipola and Apalachicola Rivers as well at the Florida side of the lower Chattahoochee
River. As can be seen from the lists of artifacts in this chapter, some sites, such as Pierce
Mounds, Porter’s Bar, Chipola Cutoff, and Waddell’s Mill Pond, stand out based on the
number and variety of artifacts that are represented. These sites also have multiple
cultural/temporal components, most likely from the increasing wealth that came from
their strategic locations for raw material exploitation (i.e. the coastal sites for conch and
whelk shell exportation). Already, Poplar Springs Mound stands out as having very few
artifacts of shell (which would be exotic in the upper valley), bone and exotics. 
The next chapter looks at the distribution of all the materials that are associated
with these mounds, pottery, ground stone, bone, and shell tools as well as non-utilitarian
objects, exotic materials, and the burial practices noted. 
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Chapter 4: Archaeological Evidence of Middle Woodland
This section looks at the patterns of the material culture along the Apalachicola
Valley in all the Middle Woodland mounds described in the previous chapter. I have
tabulated all the data on artifacts from all the known mounds in the valley. The presence
or absence of Middle Woodland materials was noted, and maps produced to see the
distribution along the valley. Sections are devoted to pottery, materials of stone, bone and
shell, exotic materials and skeletal information including evidence of cranial flattening
and burial practices. The last section is a discussion of how the Poplar Springs Mound
fits into the picture of the rest of the Middle Woodland mounds in the valley.
 
Middle Woodland Material Culture
Pottery. In the Apalachicola Valley, Middle Woodland ceramics are grouped into many
types within two series, Swift Creek and Weeden Island (Table 5). The following list is a
summary of Gordon Willey’s (1949) typology, to help clarify the differences among
types. 
• The best known Swift Creek ceramics are Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
(either early or late variety, based on pattern), which were made by clay being
impressed with a wooden paddle carved with curvilinear continuous shapes.
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Stamping is over the whole pot or along the shoulder. The shapes of the vessels
are predominantly pots or tall jars with out-flaring openings. The rim may be
notched or scalloped, which is also a trait of Franklin Plain, Crooked River, and
other contemporaneous types. The bases may be rounded or tetrapodal. The paste
is quite often fine, usually with sand temper, but it can also contain mica, grit, or
grog (Willey 1949:378-383).
• Saint Andrews Complicated-Stamped has the same qualities as listed above for
the Swift Creek style, but instead of a curvilinear patter in the complicated stamp,
a rectilinear complicated pattern was carved into the paddle and impressed into
the clay (Willey 1949:385-386). 
• Franklin Plain has the same characteristic vessel shape, paste, and notched rims as
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessels.  (Willey 1949:392-393).
Table 5. Middle Woodland Ceramic Types of the Apalachicola Valley
Swift Creek Ceramics Weeden Island Ceramics
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
Saint Andrews Complicated-Stamped
Franklin Plain
Crooked River Complicated-Stamped
Crystal River Series
Pierce Zoned Red
Gulf Check-Stamped
Alligator Bayou Stamped
Basin Bayou Incised
West Florida Cord Marked
Weeden Island Plain
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Zoned Red
Carrabelle Incised
Carrabelle Punctated
Keith Incised
Tucker Ridge-Pinched
Indian Pass Incised
Wakulla Check-Stamped
Source: Willey 1949
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• Crooked River Complicated-Stamped vessels are similar in paste and vessel form
to Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped varieties. Rims are notched or scalloped.
The design of this type is a rectilinear zig-zagging complicated-stamping (Willey
1949:383-384).
• Crystal River types (Incised, Zoned Red, Negative Painted, and Pierce Zoned
Red) have similar vessel form and paste characteristics as Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped. Crystal River Incised has deep, incised lines and large dot
punctations combined into complicated patterns. This type does not have the
notched or scalloped rims. Crystal River Zoned Red has the same line and
punctation design as Crystal River Incised, but incorporate red pigmentation in
plain zones. It also does not exhibit scalloping or notching of the rim. Crystal
River Negative Painted types have black dye as a background to bring out the
buff color design. Pierce Zoned Red consists of simple rectangular, zig zag and
horizontal bands, diamonds and pendant loops with enclosed areas painted red
(Willey 1949:389-391).
• Gulf Check-Stamped has similar paste and vessel shape qualities as the Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped varieties. The check-stamped vessel has notching or 
scalloping along the rim but otherwise it is identical to Wakulla Check-Stamped
of the Weeden Island series, so body sherds are not identifiable (Willey 1949:387-
388).
• West Florida Cord-Marked has similar paste and vessel shape qualities as the
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped types with a few exceptions of vessels
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tempered with grog and grit. This style consists of impressing the leather-hard
clay with a paddle wrapped with coarsely twined cord all over the vessels surface.
Some vessels have notching of the lip (Willey 1949:388-389).
• Santa Rosa series types include Santa Rosa Punctated, Alligator Bayou Stamped
and Basin Bayou Incised. All have similar paste and vessel shapes as the Swift
Creek series. Santa Rosa Punctated involves broad incised lines and punctations
in rectilinear and curvilinear patterns within bands or zones of the vessel.
Alligator Bayou Stamped pottery has contrasting areas of plain and rocker
stamping creating a pattern, in some instances in a bird-like pattern. Grog
tempering and bird-head effigies affixed to the rim are common. Basin Bayou
Incised pottery has large, round bottom incised lines in a curvilinear and/or
rectilinear pattern over the vessel’s exterior with exception to the base (Willey
1949:372-376, 378). Santa Rosa ceramic types occur more frequently farther west
in northwest Florida, near Pensacola, and are very rare in the Apalachicola
Valley.
• Weeden Island ceramics are best known from the plain, incised, punctated, and
red zoned types. All Weeden Island types usually exhibit fine pastes, with sand,
grit or the occasional grog tempering. The vessel shapes are quite variable.
Weeden Island Plain exhibits a very smooth and sometimes burnished surface.
The rims are usually folded and smooth and with an incision below the lip.
Sometimes these plain vessels have cutouts, jar shapes, shapes simulating animals
(worm or cornucopia-shaped vessel), or animal and human effigies protruding
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from the rim. Weeden Island Incised vessels have intricate decoration created by
incising and punctating in areas that are bounded by single incised lines.
Distinguishing large triangular or circular punctations end these single incisions.
This style of pottery also shows up with cutouts and excisions. Weeden Island
Punctated vessels have designs made up entirely of circular or triangular
punctations. The designs have large triangular and/or circular punctations within
plain areas or along with smaller finer triangular or circular punctations. Weeden
Island Zoned Red is essentially a Weeden Island Incised design with red paint
applied to the plain areas before firing (Willey 1949:409-422). 
• Carrabelle styles can be either Incised or Punctated. Carrabelle Incised vessels
have a wide band of incised lines on the neck. These parallel incised lines run
either vertically or diagonally in simple rows, nested triangles or as a herringbone
style. The pattern is bounded by horizontal incisions. Carrabelle Punctated has a
wide variety of punctations that are usually confined to a wide band below the rim
or around the neck. The punctations can be circular, annular, rectanguloid,
trianguloid, irregular, or made by fingernail. They can be large or small, shallow
or deep. The punctations are usually bounded by horizontal incisions (Willey
1949:422-425). 
• Keith Incised also shows patterns in a wide band below the rim bounded by
horizontal lines. The design consists of distinctive incised cross-hatched lines that
run diagonally to the rim. In rare cases, there will be dot punctations at the center
of each diamond or at the intersections (Willey 1949:427-428).  
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• Tucker Ridge-Pinched has long vertically raised ridges made by pinching of the
clay between two fingers. This decoration is usually confined to a band below the
rim. Sometimes fingernail impressions are visible, but this vessel style is
distinctive from the Carrabelle fingernail punctated because of the ridges rather
than an indentation from a fingernail (Willey 1949:428-429). 
• The design for Indian Pass Incised is made up of very fine parallel incised lines
that run in a curvilinear swirling pattern. This style is hard to determine without a
rim, or a large sherd, and association with other Weeden Island artifacts (Willey
1949:425-427).
• Wakulla Check-Stamped has the same paste and vessel characteristics such as the
folded rim with the occasional incision below. The check-stamping on the body
can sometimes show up on folded or flattened rim. Without a distinctive rim or
clear association with other Middle Woodland diagnostics, this could be mistaken
for any number of check-stamped styles and is known to occur in Fort Walton
periods (Willey 1949:437-438). 
All of these pottery types are represented in the mound sites of the Apalachicola.
Many of these types are hard to identify positively without rim sherds. Plain sherds may
not necessarily represent undecorated vessels. Many Swift Creek and Weeden Island
vessels have the patterns confined to the upper portion of the vessels. Weeden Island
Plain is impossible to determine without the characteristic folded rim. Wakulla Check-
Stamped and Gulf Check-Stamped are impossible to determine without rim sherds;
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without a distinctive folded rim it could be any type of check-stamped vessel from any
time period. Without a positive identification on my part of a Weeden Island or Swift
Creek specific trait or a clear association with other Middle Woodland artifacts, I did not
include questionable determinations on the part of previous researchers. 
In general, Swift Creek types occur in northwestern Florida slightly earlier than
Weeden Island types. Further, of the Weeden Island types, the classic Weeden Island
Incised and Punctated and possibly Red Zoned, are the ones most associated with Middle
Woodland mound ceremonialism, while most of the rest of the types, including
occasionally Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, continue through Late Woodland times,
after mound building is over (Willey 1949). Of the thirty mounds containing Middle
Woodland components, 87 percent contain both Swift Creek and Weeden Island ceramics
(Figure 45). Only three sites are considered pure Swift Creek due to the lack of Weeden
Island ceramics. A single site, Mound near Indian Pass (8Gu1), is the only site that
contains Weeden Island ceramics without Swift Creek pottery. The preliminary
conclusion is that this is the only pure Weeden Island mound in the watershed. See Table
6 for a complete list of mounds and the Middle Woodland pottery they contain. It is
important to remember that the data from each mound site represents what is known.
Since some mounds were extensively excavated but others only surface-collected,
comparisons will be biased.
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Stone Tools and Non-Utilitarian Stone Artifacts. In my discussion of other artifacts
besides ceramics at the Apalachicola mound sites, I recognize that tools of any material
are given the designation of Middle Woodland due to their association with Weeden
Island and/or Swift Creek materials. Many of these types of tools are used throughout
different time periods and it is difficult to determine their associations without the
stratigraphic context. For this reason, this section will only be a discussion of what was
positively identified as Middle Woodland found at these sites. If there was no association
or determination of Middle Woodland context then the material was not included in my
data collection. 
I do not discuss chipped stone tools at these mounds, because the data are few and
limited. Ripley Bullen (1978) lists a few types of points that are common to Woodland
sites in Florida. During this time, projectiles points are small and not well made. Small
Archaic stemmed points were still in use, but Bradford, Duval, Leon and O’Leno points
were also introduced. He mentions the occurrence of Broward points, but states that they
are not common to Florida. Duval and Bradford points are both Swift Creek and Weeden
Island points, while O’Leno and Leon are predominantly Weeden Island. Hopewellian
influence can be marked by the occurrence of beautifully-made examples of Ocala
projectile points (Bullen 1978).
For the purpose of my study, only those stone tools that would be considered
uncommon, exotic or ritual/sacred are discussed. Therefore, celts, ground stone and
quartzite will be discussed in this section along with ornaments of stone. Steatite or
soapstone artifacts are discussed within the section on exotic materials.
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Stone ornaments were found at only at five coastal mounds clustered around
Pierce Mounds (Table 7). Four mounds contained stone plummets. Jackson Mound also
had beads made of stone. A single mound in the upper Apalachicola Valley, Aspalaga
Landing Mound, produced a stone disk. Seventeen of the 30 sites (or 57 percent)
contained celts made of greenstone (except Busycon at Chipola Cutoff) and in various
shapes and sizes (Figure 46, Table 8). Eight of these sites are along the coast, with many
not far from Pierce Mounds (three of the Pierce Mounds contain celts). Seven sites are
spread out along the Apalachicola and Chipola Rivers, and two sites lie at the top of the
Chipola River, Watson’s Field and Waddell’s Mills Pond. Ground stone is only found at
seven (23 percent) of the sites. Once again this material is found at Pierce Mounds, and
two other mounds nearby, one on the coast and one slightly inland along the shores of a
tributary to the Apalachicola River. Ground stone is also found at the top of the Chipola
River at Waddell’s Mill Pond. Quartzite is only found at Pierce Mounds while a quartz
pebble and core was found at Waddell’s Mill Pond, a quartz pebble at Isabel Landing,
quartz flakes at Aspalaga Landing and a quartz plummet found at Jackson Mound.
Table 7. Middle Woodland Stone Ornaments of the Apalachicola Valley
Site Artifact(s)
Porter’s Bar (8Fr1) stone plummet/pendant
Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12) stone pendant
Pierce Mounds (8Fr14) stone plummet
Jackson Mound (8Fr15) stone beads, stone plummet, quartz plummet
Aspalaga Landing Mounds (8Gd1) stone disk
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Table 8
Stone Tools at Apalachicola Valley Middle Woodland Mounds
Site Name (Site #)
celts ground
stones
projectile
points
hammer
stones
quartzite
points
quartz 
 Davis' Field (8Ca1)
 OK Landing (8Ca2)
 Gaston Spivey (8Ca114) X
 Porter's Bar (8Fr1) X X X
 Brickyard Creek (8Fr8) X X X
 Eleven Mile Point (8Fr10)
 Green Point (8Fr11) X X X
 Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12) X X X X raw
 Pierce Mounds (8Fr14) X X X
 Jackson Mound GV (8Fr15) X X X X plummet
 Cool Springs Mound (8Fr19) X X
 Aspalaga Landing Mounds (8Gd1) X X X flakes
 Mound Near Indian Pass Point (8Gu1) X X X
 Gotier Hammock (8Gu2)
 Burgess Landing (8Gu3) X X
 Isabel Landing (8Gu4) pebble
 Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5) X*
 Richardson's Hammock (8Gu10) X
 Howard Creek Mound (8Gu41)
 Sampson's Landing (8Ja1) X
 Kemp's Landing (8Ja2)
 Waddell's Mill Pond Site (8Ja65) X X X core, pebble
 Watson's Field GV (8Ja93) X X
 Poplar Springs Mound (8Ja138)
 Patrick Pond (8Ja325) X X
 Mound Below Bristol (8Li3) X X
 Bristol Mound (8Li4) X X
 Rock Bluff Landing (8Li5) X X
 Michaux Log Landing GV (8Li6) X pebble
 Estiffanulga GV (8Li7) X X
* Celts are of greenstone and Busycon shell.
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Bone Tools and Non-Utilitarian Bone Artifacts. Bone tools are rare. Only five sites
produced artifacts of bone. These sites are located on the lower part of the valley (Table 9
and Figure 47). Pierce Mounds, located along the coast, and considered a very affluent
ceremonial complex, contain artifacts of wolf and panther teeth and a bison bone gorget.
Porter’s Bar, also along the coast to the east of Pierce, produced a cut animal jaw, but the
species was not documented. Brickyard Creek, 24 km upriver from Pierce (as the crow
flies), has an awl made of an unknown animal bone, most likely deer. Along the Jackson
River, an Apalachicola tributary, Huckleberry Landing contains fragments of a turtle-
shell rattle. The northernmost site with bone items, Chipola Cutoff, is located on the
segment of navigable water that connects the Apalachicola River and the Chipola River.
This site has produced fishhooks and bone awls. It is important to remember that with the
high acidity of Florida’s soil, bone artifacts may not fare as well as pottery and stone, and
the lack of abundance of bone tools may be due to preservation rather than lack of
inclusion in the ground by indigenous groups. 
Table 9. Bone Artifacts at Apalachicola Valley Middle Woodland Mounds
Site Artifact(s)
Porter’s Bar (8Fr1) cut animal jaw (species unknown)
Brickyard Creek (8Fr8) bone awl (species unknown)
Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12) turtle rattle
Pierce Mounds (8Fr14) wolf teeth, panther teeth, bison bone gorget
Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5) fishhooks, bone awls
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Shell Tools and Non-Utilitarian Shell Artifacts. In his recent thesis, Eric Eyles (2004)
conducted a study of the shell tools found in the Apalachicola Valley from all time
periods and set up a tool typology specific to the area. Based on his research and model,
the following distribution of Middle Woodland mound shell tools is given using his
types. Shell artifact distribution at Middle Woodland mounds in the Apalachicola Valley
is shown in Figures 48-50 and Table 10. 
The majority of shell tools (hammers, cutting tools and columella tools) were
located at mounds along the coast (Figure 33 and 37) with the exception of a lower valley
mound, Chipola Cutoff, that had a columella tool and shell cutting tool, a mound in the
lower valley with columella tools, and an upper valley mound with cutting tools (Figure
48). Shell utensils (spatulas, scoops/spoons [Figure 26], dishes and cups) were clustered
along the coast with the exception of shell cups, which were spread up the valley (Figure
49). Shell cups were clustered in the upper valley in two areas and on the coast at three
sites. There are no sites in the mid-valley area with shell utensils with the exception of
shell dishes at Chipola Cutoff. Shell pendants/gorgets (Figure 50) were located at three
sites on the coast: Pierce Mounds, Porter's Bar and Greenpoint Mounds. Shell beads were
more widely dispersed along the valley with a few sites along the coast and a few sites in
the upper valley (Figure 23). The only mid-valley mound with shell beads and hairpins
was Chipola Cutoff but the temporal association is unclear, and these artifacts may be
from the Fort Walton component, as the hairpins are usually Mississippian artifacts.  
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Exotic materials. Exotic materials are those resources that are not available or common to
the local area. In some cases, small traces of a material may have been obtained locally,
but larger quantities (enough to make an object) were only accessible through trade.
Inhabitants traveled or traded long distances for these materials or artifacts made from it.
Beads, pendants, pipes, ear spools and other non-utilitarian objects of exotic material
would have been prized commodities and expected in Middle Woodland burial mounds.
The presence of these objects helps archaeologists look at social or religious hierarchy,
trade and exchange, and artistic endeavors. Since the sites discussed here are ceremonial
mounds, it is expected they will contain many non-utilitarian objects, especially of exotic
materials. 
The distribution of exotic materials, according to Brose and Percy (1974),
indicates a Hopewell-like resource exchange network with large mound centers obtaining
and distributing exotics. Exotics found within the valley are copper, mica, galena (lead),
hematite (iron), steatite (soapstone), bitumen (coal), and silver (Table 11). These
materials were distributed along the river and coastal sites with a propensity to cluster
around the coast and the central valley area. Many of the exotic materials were found at
mound centers, such as Pierce and Waddell’s Mill Pond, but these are multi-component
sites with large Fort Walton occupations. I believe that the raw materials for these exotics
and even the artifacts themselves arrived at mound centers such as these and were then
distributed as artifacts, for example mica sheets at Howard’s Creek (Figure 41), mica
spear point cutouts at Aspalaga Landing and Bristol Mounds, or copper ear spools at
Howard’s Creek. 
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Of interest is the distribution of copper along the lower delta and coastal areas.
The material copper, whether in its raw form or as an artifact, is distributed only at a few
sites clustered at the mouth of the river. Two mound sites of the Pierce complex and four 
Table 11
Exotic Artifacts at Apalachicola Valley Middle Woodland Mounds
Site Name (Site #) mica galena hematite copper steatite silver bitumen
 Davis' Field (8Ca1) X
 OK Landing (8Ca2) XR
 Gaston Spivey (8Ca114)
 Porter's Bar (8Fr1) X X X X X
 Brickyard Creek (8Fr8) X
 Eleven Mile Point (8Fr10)
 Green Point (8Fr11)
 Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12) X R A
 Pierce Mounds (8Fr14) A A
 Jackson Mound GV* (8Fr15) X X X A X
 Cool Springs Mound (8Fr19) X
 Aspalaga Landing Mounds (8Gd1) A, P? R
 Mound Near Indian Pass Point (8Gu1) X
 Gotier Hammock (8Gu2) P
 Burgess Landing (8Gu3) X
 Isabel Landing (8Gu4) X
 Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5) R
 Richardson's Hammock (8Gu10)
 Howard Creek Mound (8Gu41) P A
 Sampson's Landing (8Ja1) X
 Kemp's Landing (8Ja2)
 Waddell's Mill Pond Site (8Ja65) RP R X A
 Watson's Field GV* (8Ja93)
 Poplar Springs Mound (8Ja138)
 Patrick Pond (8Ja325)
 Mound Below Bristol (8Li3)
 Bristol Mound (8Li4) A
 Rock Bluff Landing (8Li5)
 Michaux Log Landing GV (8Li6)
 Estiffanulga GV* (8Li7)
  * - General Vicinity
  Legend
  R = raw material, unprocessed
  A = exotic material processed into artifact
  P = raw material cut but not artifact
  X = material present, form unknown
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close mounds, Howard Creek Mound (Figure 41), Huckleberry Landing, Green Point and
Porter’s Bar, are the only sites that have copper (Figure 51a). Waddell’s Mill Pond,
located at the top of the Chipola River, has copper but it is unknown as to whether the
copper is from a Woodland or Mississippian context. One potential explanation for this
coastal distribution is that the copper was brought down the Mississippi River and then
east along the Gulf Coast to Pierce and nearby sites. 
Mica, either as raw material, partially cut (Figure 36 and 41), or in a cut-out
shape, is spread up the Apalachicola River but only in the lower Chipola River and up at
Waddell’s Mill Pond (Figure 51a). Only two sites produced finished mica artifacts:
spear-point forms from Aspalaga Landing Mound and Bristol Mound. A mica spear point
cutout was also found at a Middle Woodland midden, Otis Hare (8Li172) (White 1991).
Steatite artifacts were only found at two sites at opposite ends of the valley (Figure 51b).
A steatite pipe was found at Jackson Mound, a coastal mound associated with Pierce
Mounds. Waddell’s Mill Pond, at the top of the Chipola River, produced the rim
fragment from a steatite vessel. One of the most ornate artifacts in the valley come from
Pierce Mounds. Silver-covered copper ear ornaments were the only occurrence of silver
in the valley at Middle Woodland times and the only occurrence of ear spools made of
copper and not clay covered with copper. Mounds producing hematite were clustered
closer to the coast, with one site in the mid-valley and two in the upper valley, one on the
river and Waddell’s Mill Pond at the top of Chipola (Figure 51c). Only three sites
produced galena, two on the coast and one in the upper valley. Bitumen was only located
at two mounds on the coast (Table 11).
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Skeletal Data. Mound Near Indian Pass and Porter’s Bar are the only sites to have burials
with evidence of cranial deformation in the form of posterior and anterior flattening of
the skull (Figure 52). These are the only instances of cranial flattening of Middle
Woodland associations in the valley. Mound Near Indian Pass is the only pure Weeden
Island mound in the valley and Porter’s Bar is a multi-component site spanning Late
Archaic to historic. Outside the Apalachicola Valley to the east, the Tucker site, on
Ochlockonee Bay, is the only other Weeden Island site along this stretch of coast that has
similar cranial flattening in the burials. To the west, other dual component sites such as
Sowell produce burials with flattened skulls. Figure 52 shows Mound Near Indian Pass
along the coast along with other coastal sites outside the watershed producing cranial
flattening. 
Figure 52. Cranial Deformation at Apalachicola Valley Middle Woodland mounds.
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My research involved gathering burial information for 23 of the 30 mounds in the
Apalachicola Valley. Only 19 of these produced data on burial styles (Table 12).
Preservation was poor at five sites and only the occurrence of human bone was noted. In
some instances decay was too great to remark on number of individuals, but burial style
was still possible to determine. Nine sites had evidence of primary style burials (Figure
53). Primary burials are interments of articulated skeletons in a flexed, semiflexed or
extended position. Extended burials were rare in Gulf Coast Middle Woodland sites
(Willey 1949) and there are two mounds, Pierce and associated Cool Springs, with this
burial type evident. Primary burials were clustered within a 20 km radius of the Pierce
Mounds, and occur at three sites in the upper Apalachicola, and at Chipola Cutoff in the
mid-valley.
Secondary burials are those where the body is disarticulated, either by
decomposing naturally, burning of the flesh or stripping the bones, and the left-over
skeletal materials are deposited either in a bundle or the skull is interred alone. Eighteen
sites produced secondary burials, many having multiple styles (Figure 54). Two sites
produced remains of indeterminate type. Secondary burials were more numerous in the
valley than primary ones and widely distributed up the Apalachicola River. Only the
lower part of the Chipola Valley had any style of secondary burial.
Cremations are a type of secondary burial, but because they are rare in the valley,
they deserve a special mention. Only three sites produced cremated human remains
(Figure 55). Two coastal sites, Jackson Mound and Porter’s Bar, and a single upper river
site, Michaux Log Landing, have other secondary burial types along with cremations.
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Fitting in the Lost Mound
With its destruction and previous looting, Poplar Springs Mound has many pieces
of its puzzle missing. It will take the combined effort of past and present archaeological
survey, the documentation of this donated collection and the knowledge of the
avocational’s of the area to help place it within mounds of the Apalachicola Valley and to
understand its role in Middle Woodland ceremonial activity.  Again, it is important to say
that comparative data are biased since some mounds were excavated and some were not.
Poplar Springs Mound is not along the main waterways of the Chipola or
Apalachicola Rivers, but near a spring, similar to Waddell’s Mill Pond mounds. It may be
associated, along with other mounds and middens in the area (i.e. Watson’s Field, Figure
5), with the Waddell’s Mill Pond mound group. 
Poplar Springs Mound is a dual-ceramic-component Middle Woodland site with
many forms of Swift Creek and other Middle Woodland pottery. The collection
represents a wider variety of Middle Woodland pottery than most of the mounds in the
valley and almost similar to those mound groups of multiple cultural/temporal
components. It contains two types of Swift Creek series, Swift Creek Complicated-
Stamped and Crooked River Complicated-Stamped, and five types of Weeden Island,
Weeden Island Plain, Weeden Island Incised, Weeden Island Zoned Red, Keith Incised
and Carrabelle Punctated. Many of the other mounds in this study only contain one type
of Swift Creek pottery and a few of the Weeden Island series.  
The intricately carved paddles used to stamp the pottery provide a vast array of
Swift Creek patterns, which warrant further studies, in particular cross referencing with
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other Swift Creek patterns in Florida and Georgia to look for matching patterns and
similarities in styles. 
The collection and survey of the mound area did not produce any shell or bone
tools, ornamentals or exotic materials and subsurface testing would be the only way to
determine if these materials are present. Marine shell would have been considered a
nonlocal, and therefore exotic, material for this mound, in the upper part of the valley,
almost 200 km from the coast and sources of shell. Much of the burial information is
second-hand with the only information from the archaeologists who encountered bone
fragments in backfill and a collector whose ancestors saw a skeleton bound to a charred
log. 
Based on the data at hand, this mound does not fit in with other mounds closer to
the Apalachicola River and the coast. Mounds of the coast and lower valley have
produced more non-utilitarian artifacts, but lack of non-utilitarian artifacts from Poplar
Springs Mound does not mean that they weren’t present before the extensive looting and
demolition of the site occurred. Possibly, this mound represents a local lineage mound
where the dead of one family would be buried and the living could gather to perpetuate
the exchange of socially valued goods as well as remove some of these goods from
circulation for the purposes of interment with the dead. The lack of exotic goods, besides
removal due to looting, might be explained by the site’s distance from the major
navigable waterways and the trade “superhighway.” 
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Chapter 5
Discussion and Analysis
Existing Models for Middle Woodland. Many models have been posited explain the
distribution of Middle Woodland sites, especially mounds and mound complexes. In
Illinois, where Middle Woodland (Hopewell) spans from 100 B.C. to A.D. 250 (Buikstra
et al. 1998: 12), earlier twentieth century research, such as that by Struever and Houart
(1972), found that group burial mounds are located at higher elevations (bluff crests),
while mounds with associated camps (mortuary camps) are located lower in the
floodplain. These camp/mound groupings were considered to be locations of short term
congregation related to mortuary practices. Larger sites of this type with greater numbers
of Hopewell exchange items were identified as “regional exchange centers” (Struever
and Houart 1972:52).
In recent Illinois studies, mound sites are thought to be related to territory and
serve as territorial markers (Buikstra et al. 1998; Charles 1992; Van Nest et al. 2001).
During the Middle Woodland, population increased and there was a shifting of mound
location from the floodplains to the bluffs. These mounds represent a regionally shared
symbolism as well as participation in the Hopewell Interaction Sphere, the exchange of
socially valued goods that served to maintain the status of elites or the recognition of the
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community. There is a feedback loop: these social dynamics created a demand for exotic
materials and the networks increased the variety of exotics that were exchanged. 
Studies of Middle Woodland mounds in Georgia have usually focused on the
larger mound sites, such as Kolomoki. Williams and Harris (1998) looked at the
distribution of Middle Woodland mounds in north Georgia, specifically smaller mounds
that usually did not have many burials or associated grave goods. They found that
primary centers usually were 10 to 30 km apart while larger complex administrative
centers were close to 40 km apart (Williams and Harris 1998:46). This spacing was found
to be similar to the spacing of Mississippian centers (Hally 1993:165). Smaller mounds,
with a lack of evidence of resident population, could not be called centers or “chiefly
compounds” and, therefore, were called shrines (Williams and Harris 1998:47).  
In 1968, Sears proposed a Middle Woodland settlement model based on his
studies with the large multi-mound site, Kolomoki, which has some similarities to a
Mississippian civic center (Sears 1951a, 1951b, 1953, 1956, 1968; Steinen 1998).
Kolomoki is in the Chattahoochee River Valley about 100 km north of the northernmost
site (Patrick Pond) discussed in this thesis. Sears saw Kolomoki as the center of a large
chiefdom that spanned a wide area from Mobile Bay in Alabama to the Big Bend area of
Florida, and from the center itself south to the Gulf Coast. This model does not seem
plausible, because such as domain would be too large for one center to control and the
model assumes a supporting population at villages scattered around the center (Steinen
1998:184). Pluckhahn (2003:185) sees Kolomoki as a center established midway between
settlement clusters to the north and south (the Apalachicola mounds), important
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politically and symbolically but not necessarily for trade as it is not right on the river but
11 km up a creek.
Milanich (et al. 1994) used the McKeithen site as the basis for his model of
Middle Woodland in Florida. This Weeden Island site, located in north-central Florida,
was a large village/mound grouping with three mounds associated with the impressive
burial rituals (Milanich 1994; Milanich et al. 1997). In this area, Swift Creek does not
occur, and Weeden Island was preceded by Deptford (Turner et al. 2005:121). His model
centered on an egalitarian, lineage based society composed of many small villages that
were centered around a single small burial mound or a small civic center. Each village
cluster was led by a “Big Man” figure who resided in a larger civic center or mound
cluster. According to Milanich, Kolomoki and McKeithen are representations of this
large civic center/ mound cluster model.    
Gordon Willey (1945), in the early 1940s, proposed a model concerning Middle
Woodland on the Florida Gulf Coast. In his 1949 monograph, Archaeology of the Florida
Gulf Coast, Willey returned to the Apalachicola Valley to locate and reinvestigate the
work done by Moore almost half a century before. Through this work, he was able to
make general statements about social organization, ceremonialism, economy, settlement
patterns, and technological innovation. Willey divided Middle Woodland into two
cultures, Swift Creek and Weeden Island I (later renamed early Weeden Island). Swift
Creek occurs slightly earlier than, but overlaps with, Weeden Island I. These “cultures”
were determined from the occurrence of Swift Creek and/or Weeden Island I series
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pottery. Willey’s discussion breaks down the model into mounds with Swift Creek
ceramics and mounds with Weeden Island I ceramics. 
According to Willey’s model, mounds with Swift Creek series pottery were
usually associated with one or more villages, which outnumbered mounds three-to-one.
These mounds were, quite often, a few hundred meters inland from the riverine and
coastally situated domestic sites. Power was likely in the hands of an individual or small
group of individuals. The occurrence of grave goods provided supporting evidence, based
on the quality and quantity of ornamental and exotic artifacts associated with some
burials. Burial goods occurred as mass or individual offerings. The number of burials in a
single mound ranged from 6 to 600, depending on the size of the structure. Burials in the
mounds included primary and secondary inhumations and rarely cremated remains.
Secondary burials included mass burials, bundle burials and single skull interments.
Cranial flattening occurred at only one site, Porter’s Bar (8Fr1). The artifacts represented
in these mounds were much more detailed and specialized than artifacts from the
previous Deptford period. Carved wooden paddles came into use to create complicated
stamps on the surface of the pottery; there was a greater occurrence of exotic materials,
owing to the growing trade and exchange networks with far reaching communities. 
Early Weeden Island mounds, according to Willey, were also associated with one
or more village sites. They occurred near the village site, not within it, which was similar
to the Swift Creek mound placement. A tendency toward mass grave offerings in Weeden
Island mounds may indicate a “decline in prestige accorded [to] priests or other leaders”
(Willey 1949:404). These were located on the east side of the mound. The number of
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burials per mound is lower than in Swift Creek, usually 3 to 80. More secondary burials
were found in the upper portions of the mounds and primary burials, flexed, semiflexed
and rarely extended, were located lower within the mound. As with Swift Creek mounds,
cremated remains occurred but were rare. Cranial flattening was seen in only one early
Weeden Island mound, Mound Near Indian Pass Point, which was the only Weeden
Island mound in this study without Swift Creek pottery. The overall design of the
artifacts had changed from Swift Creek to early Weeden Island, but the quality and
degree of specialization was still at a peak. Exchange with outside groups was still strong
since many exotic materials (raw form and artifact) and ornamental items (i.e. ear plugs
or pendants) could be found within the mass grave good offerings. 
Willey felt that, in northwest Florida, there were no sites large enough to be
worthy of ceremonial center status (such as Kolomoki would be), more so in the Weeden
Island period than in Swift Creek. Pierce Mounds, a large multi-mound, multi-component
complex on the coast, “exceed[s] other sites in quality and quantity of grave goods, [but]
this difference is not marked enough to set them apart as special ‘centers’” (Willey
1949:369). It is important to say that Willey recognized how Swift Creek and Weeden
Island overlapped in many mounds, though he did not single out the Apalachicola Valley
specifically.
Based on this work, Brose and Percy (1974) wrote a paper for the Society for
American Archaeology conference proposing a model of Middle Woodland mound and
material distribution in the Apalachicola Valley that indicates a Hopewell-like exchange
system in which resource exchange networks were sustained by ceremonial exchange of
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socially valued goods. They suggested that widespread exchange of ritual items found in
the mounds may have been done to help maintain networks for the exchange of real
subsistence resources and establish and maintain specialized alliances. A “Big Man” or
special individual, such as a trade partner or marriage broker, might have been given a
burial with the exotic artifacts. The constant flow of exotics “structures the occasional
utilization of the underlying mundane economic networks” and the buried exotics were
removed from circulation, thereby maintaining their value by preventing oversupply
(Brose and Percy 1974:10). Brose and Percy were the first to adapt the Malinowski
model of the Kula ring to northwest Florida. They saw this Middle Woodland period as a
time of increasingly ranked society (Brose and Percy 1974:16), when there were periodic
population aggregations at central “sacred” locations for reburial of lineage members,
with special mortuary treatment for ranking lineage heads (Brose and Percy 1974:22).
They noted the greatest mound variability in the region of the Apalachicola Valley, but
west of there they saw coastal sites had fewer exotic goods. These western inland mound
sites were less well known than those on the coast, not well associated with the more
numerous occupation sites, and not known to have many exotic artifacts (Brose and
Percy 1974:15).
Middle Woodland in the Apalachicola Valley. The distribution of Middle Woodland
mounds and their associated artifacts presents an interesting picture of trade and
exchange for the Apalachicola Valley. In Middle Woodland interaction, trade routes
followed major navigable waterways such as the Gulf Coast, major drainages such as the
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Apalachicola/ Chattahoochee, Mississippi, Tennessee and Tombigbee Rivers and
overland trails that were used through historic times (Anderson 1998:274). This
happened in the Apalachicola Valley. Mounds that are closer to the Chipola and
Apalachicola Rivers (either on the banks or a major tributary) have a greater number and
variety of grave goods (pottery, stone, bone and shell tools, and artifacts of exotic
materials) than sites that are farther away from these major trade routes. 
Large multi-mound sites such as Pierce Mounds and Waddell’s Mill Pond were
most likely situated in areas where they could procure raw material for exchange with
northern groups. These sites probably started small, but with the increase in wealth and
prestige that trade provided them, the sites grew to support the demand, becoming larger
centers (and continuing into Fort Walton times). Pierce Mounds are located at a prime
spot in the delta of the Apalachicola River to oversee the procurement of conch and
whelk, shark teeth and pearls, and possibly perishable items such as carved wood paddles
and masks, egret or heron feathers, and other items native to the coast such as the Yaupon
Holly leaves for the Black Drink (Anderson 1998:278; Goad 1979; Walthall et al. 1979).
By exporting these items, the inhabitants of Pierce would, in return, receive perhaps
pottery and carved wooden paddles from neighboring groups, and galena from southeast
Missouri and northern Iowa (Walthall 1973; Ryan Wheeler, personal communication
2005), mica from the Appalachian Mountains (Griffin 1967; Seeman 1979a), copper
from the Great Lakes and northern Georgia (Goad 1979; Matthew D. McKnight, personal
communication 2005), hematite from northern Missouri, and steatite from north
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Alabama and Georgia (Brose 1985:77; Walthall 1980:116-31; Sassaman 1999:77) (these
source areas for exotics are shown in Figure 56). This reconstruction helps to explain
why there were combinations of raw materials and finished artifacts at larger sites such as
Pierce Mounds, Waddell’s Mill Pond, Chipola Cutoff, and Aspalaga Landing, but
finished artifacts at a few sites nearby. These sites with trade items were along the major
trade routes, to control the movement of trade goods from larger sites such as Pierce
Mounds that were more directly involved in collection and export. Being secondary
mound sites, they were provided the opportunities to bury some of these goods with their
dead, possibly trade partners.
The abundance or scarcity of goods is attributed to the location of the mounds
along the major waterways of the Apalachicola or Chipola Rivers and the Gulf Coast.
These waterways were the major arteries for trade of socially valued goods and ideas
from within the region or from groups to the north such as the Hopewell. Mounds closer
to the coast or the main rivers were more exposed to this exchange network and the
goods and ideas that flowed within it (Pluckhahn 2003:185) . 
This model helps to explain the lack of socially valued goods, such as marine
shell tools or exotic materials, in Poplar Springs Mound. As with other sites around it
(i.e. Watson’s Field), it is off the beaten path (away from the major rivers) and may not
have had direct contact with the exchange networks. There was inter-valley exchange
that can be seen through the similarity of St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped sherds from
Watson’s Field Mound and Gotier Hammock Mound. But this exchange seems to have
ended at pottery, since no shell or bone artifacts show up. This lack of exotics could be
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due to selected looting or to preservation problems, but further investigation of the
subsurface mound deposit would be necessary to evaluate their ideas. Poplar Springs
Mound probably represents a smaller lineage mound where the nearby village buried
their dead. Grave goods consisted of pottery and stone tools without evidence of exotic
goods. This site served the local community and was apparently not directly involved in
the exchange network. 
Conclusions
Percy and Brose (1974) presented a preliminary model of Middle Woodland
mound distribution in the Apalachicola Valley based on the initial work of Willey (1949).
Middle Woodland mounds had a greater occurrence of exotic materials than in earlier
times, owing to the growing trade and exchange networks with far-reaching communities,
such as Hopewellian groups to the north.  Percy and Brose saw a Kula-ring style
exchange network in both prestige goods and economic staples, which sustained the
prestige of leaders. 
Pierce Mounds, at the mouth of the river and overlooking both north-south and
east-west traffic, were part of a major multi-component center with remarkable Middle
Woodland mounds. Materials clustered around the Apalachicola delta and coast close to
Pierce and spread from there up the river. Prestige goods were possibly traded down to
major mound centers then moved to other centers along the valley, ending up in burial
mounds all over the valley, perhaps interred with important people during Swift Creek
times, and interred in mass deposits in slightly later Weeden Island times. Such items
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likely were transported down the river to Pierce, where they were distributed to the
inhabitants of nearby coastal mounds involved in the procurement and management end
of the trade network, and then traded up the river to other trade partners. Since nearly all
the mound sites documented in this thesis have both Swift Creek and Weeden Island
pottery, the suggestion is also that these systems endured for a long time as ceramic
styles and possibly associated archaeological cultures changed.
This research should contribute to a better understanding of Middle Woodland
ceremonialism in the Southeastern United States and the Apalachicola watershed, and the
systems through which ceremonial artifacts moved around the land. In the future, data
from higher up the river in Georgia and Alabama could be compared to help create a
picture of Middle Woodland manifestation in the entire valley for comparison with the
rest of the Southeast and discussion of differences between trade routes along major
waterways and overland historic trails. Further testing of the exotic materials in the
mounds for trace elements or other data could shed light on trade routes along which
these artifacts and raw materials were traded. With better understanding of the major and
minor routes, questions regarding the role of sites in Middle Woodland exchange can be
answered. Mounds like Poplar Springs Mound are facing destruction from development
and looting. It is essential that these sites are studied before they are gone. 
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